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3EXTENDED ABSTRACT
The research presented in this thesis contributes to four areas in
the Economic and Financial Time Series Analysis literature. These
include the topics of (i) Selection of Long Memory Time Series Mod-
els, (ii) Bootstrapping Strongly Dependent Data, (iii) Forecasting Key
Macroeconomic Variables and (iv) Portfolio Optimisation.
The rst part focuses on strongly dependent series. It aims to estab-
lish an asymptotically consistent information criterion for long memory
processes when the long memory parameter is semi parametrically esti-
mated. A set of Monte Carlo experiments and the analysis of monthly
ination time series show the validity of the new methodology.
Next, we are concerned with the issue of bootstrap in strongly de-
pendent data. We introduce a fractional di¤erencing bootstrap method-
ology that allows the implementation of any resampling method in such
series. Evidence of robustness is given by Monte Carlo experiments us-
ing various block and residuals resampling schemes.
The second part of the thesis investigates the issue of forecasting
macroeconomic variables. Heuristic methods for the optimisation of
information criteria are employed and their forecasting performance is
compared to the standard choices in the literature. The empirical ap-
4plication in Euro Area dataset suggests that the non-standard methods
should be taken into consideration as they provide better forecasts on
average.
The last part of the thesis investigates the applied performance
of covariance shrinkage in the portfolio optimisation problem when the
universe of assets is large. Our approach suggests the use of a shrinkage
coe¢ cient that optimises functions with nancial interpretation. Em-
pirical results provide evidence that the shrinkage portfolios obtained
using the suggested approach are characterised by higher Sharpe Ra-
tios, cumulative returns and prot/loss ratio.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The analysis of economic and nancial time series has been in the prime
research scene for over sixty years inside academia, central banks, stock
markets etc. Mitchell (1927) and Burns and Mitchell (1946) are some
excellent early examples as they were concerned with business cycles
analysis and recessions since the 20s, 30s and 40s using graphical
illustrations on macroeconomic series.
Charles Dow, the founder of the Wall Street Journal, is probably
the rst known researcher (at least in the Western World) that was
concerned with the analysis of nancial time series. His set of principles,
known as the Dow Theory, and his methodology on the composition of
market indexes were just the beginning of an exciting and probably
endless journey in the study of Finance.
The important work of Box and Jenkins (1970) triggered the fore-
casting literature and equipped the applied researchers with an initial
2set of tools to predict economic variables. The Nobel awards to various
important academics such as Clive Granger, Harry Markowitz, Robert
Engle and others further increased the interest in time series analysis.
The research presented in this thesis aims to contribute to the lit-
erature with applications in economic and nancial series. In the rst
part we are concerned with the analysis of long memory models and we
focus on model selection and time series bootstrapping.
The estimation of such models in full parametric and semi paramet-
ric set up has been investigated by many authors including Geweke and
Porter-Hudak (1983), Fox and Taqqu (1986), Sowell (1992), Robinson
(1995), Beran, Bhansali and Ocker (1998), Andrews and Sun (2004),
Shimotsu and Phillips (2005), Abadir et al. (2007) among others. Model
selection criteria such as the Bayesian (BIC) and the Hannan-Quinn
(HQ) are consistent in full parametric estimation however there does
not exist a solution when the long memory parameter is semi paramet-
rically estimated. The distinctive feature of the problem is that the
semi parametric estimate of the long memory parameter will be m1=2
consistent, where 0 < m < T 4=5 and m = bTc denotes the number of
frequencies used in the semi parametric estimation, while the remain-
ing parameters associated with the short memory process will be T 1=2
consistent when d is known. T denotes the sample size and d the long
memory parameter.
Hence, our motivation is to establish an information criterion that
overcomes these di¢ culties and is asymptotically valid. The penalty
term, cT , of this new Modied Information Criterion (MIC) should
satisfy T 1 0:5c 1T = op (1). Thus, we contribute to the long memory
literature by solving the problem of the selection of the short-run dy-
namics in such series.
Next, we investigate the implementation of bootstrap techniques
3in strongly dependent data. Bootstrap is probably one of the most
favoured computational techniques by applied researchers due to its
wide applicability. Estimates of standard errors and condence inter-
vals for complex parameters estimators can be easily obtained by boot-
strapping. Although direct resampling schemes introduced by Carlstein
(1986), Kunsch (1989), Politis and Romano (1992), Politis and Ro-
mano (1994) among others, are successful and of extreme importance
in weakly dependent series, the degree of integration of long memory
series does not allow the direct use of such resampling schemes. The
motivation of this part of the research is to provide a solution so that
any bootstrap methodology could be applied in datasets that exhibit
long memory.
Our methodology is simple and intuitive and includes the follow-
ing operations: given a strongly dependent series, we estimate the long
memory parameter using any consistent estimator in the literature and
obtain bd. Then, we apply the fractional di¤erencing operator usingbd, and we implement any bootstrap method on the resulting weakly
dependent series. Finally, we apply the inverse fractional di¤erencing
operator using bd on the bootstrapped series mentioned above. Rep-
etition of this procedure for a su¢ cient number of times leads to an
asymptotically valid approximation to the true distribution of any sta-
tistic. It is important to notice here that this methodology can be
applied to both stationary and non-stationary series as long as the long
memory estimator is consistent.
The next part is concerned with the forecasting of key macroeco-
nomic variables using large datasets. Most of the attention has been
drawn to the hypothesis that many variables might be driven by a
reduced number of common factors or shared trends. These can be
typically extracted from the dataset. Some of the most famous meth-
4ods, that nowadays consist the standard approaches in such literature,
include the Principal Components (PC), Partial Least Squares (PLS)
and the Bayesian Shrinkage Regression (BR). The contribution of this
part is to provide an answer to the question: "which predictors should
be used from a large set in order to obtain better forecasts compared to
the standard approaches?".
We use heuristic optimisations of information criteria in order to
identify the instruments that should be included in the forecasting.
These heuristic methods include the Simulated Annealing (SA), the
Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Sequential Testing (ST ) in the sense of
Hoover and Perez (1999) and theMC3 algorithm. Our set of predictors
contains 195 monthly variables and we also contribute to the literature
by suggesting three ways to deal with the unbalancedness problem hav-
ing a quarterly regressand variable and monthly regressors. Our results
point out that the use of these techniques has a superior predictive
power and they should be regularly used.
The last part of the research is concerned with the Portfolio Se-
lection problem. In most of the cases in real life, many investors who
aim to diversify the risk of their portfolio are likely to invest in a large
universe of assets. However, in these cases where the number of assets
(columns of the matrix) is large compared to the number of historical
observations taken into consideration (rows of the matrix), the use of
the classical Mean-Variance analysis for portfolio weights estimation is
likely to fail due to invertibility problems.
To overcount such di¢ culties, Ledoit and Wolf (2003) and Ledoit
and Wolf (2004) proposed the use of a linear combination of two co-
variance estimates. The optimal weight of this average should satisfy a
statistical criterion, that is to minimise the distance of this "shrinked"
covariance estimate and the true covariance matrix.
5The motivation of this part of the thesis is to investigate whether
such an optimal coe¢ cient is benecial to the investors wealth. We
suggest that the optimal parameter should be obtained from a numer-
ical optimisation of a function with nancial interpretation, e.g. the
minimisation of the standard deviation of portfolio returns or the max-
imisation of the Sharpe Ratio of the portfolio. Our results provide
evidence that the optimal parameter introduced here should be pre-
ferred over the existing method as it results in portfolios with higher
cumulative return and, at least similar, Sharpe Ratios.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis is organised in six chapters. Chapter 2 introduces the long
memory time series general framework and it provides the details of
the suggested Modied Information Criterion (MIC) . The proofs of the
relevant theorems can be found in Appendix A. We present simulation
evidence that highlights the performance of the MIC compared to the
Standard Information Criteria and we also provide empirical evidence
forecasting the ination series of the UK and Japan.
Chapter 3 presents the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap methodol-
ogy for long memory series. Its nite sample performance is shown via
Monte Experiments in various cases that include non-stationary and
highly persistent models.
Chapter 4 analyses the non-standard optimisation methods of In-
formation Criteria that are used in variable selection for macroeco-
nomic forecasting. Our dependent variables include the growth rates
of the seasonally adjusted GDP, Consumption Expenditure and Indus-
trial Production and the HICP ination of the aggregate Euro Area.
6The set of predictors contains 195 monthly variables. The forecasting
results are compared to those of the standard methods in the literature
and they provide evidence that the heuristic methods should be widely
used.
Chapter 5 focuses on Financial time series analysis and particu-
larly deals with the Portfolio Selection problem. We suggest the use of
a covariance matrix that is a linear combination of two covariance es-
timates. This results to portfolios with risk and reward characteristics
to the benet of the investor.
Chapter 6 o¤ers the conclusions.
Chapter 2
Model Selection of LongMem-
ory Time Series
2.1 Introduction
There is now a substantial literature on the successful representation of
long memory processes for describing economic, nancial and physical
science time series. Such series generally require fractional di¤erencing
to remove their long memory component and to reduce them to a short
memory series. A substantial number of articles have been concerned
with the general semi parametric estimation in the frequency domain
to specically estimate the long memory parameter. This work origi-
nally began with Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) and has now grown
to include non-stationary long memory models; e.g. Phillips (2007)
and many other renements. Hence, there have been great advances
in the area of semi parametric estimation of the long memory parame-
8ter. However, there does not appear to have been any corresponding
theoretical advances on how these estimators can be used for model
selection of the short memory component of the process. This seems to
be an important issue given that a typical investigator will often want
to analyze both long and short memory components of a time series.
This Chapter sets out to address this gap in the literature and
specically develops a procedure where the initial semi parametric es-
timator of the long memory parameter is used to obtain a modied
information criterion for the purpose of model selection of the short
memory parameters. The semi parametric estimators of the long mem-
ory parameter converge at a non-standard rate to their limiting distri-
bution. This feature a¤ects the theoretical properties of the modied
information criterion. The results in this paper are very general and
cover any short memory model as dened by Sin and White (1996),
as long as it allows semi parametric estimation of the long memory
parameter. While this covers an extremely wide range of situations,
the basic workhorse ARFIMA(p; d; q) model is the leading example.
Hence, this model is used for assessing the relative performance of the
modied information criterion, or MIC, in simulation evidence in this
paper. However, it is important to stress that the results extend to far
more complicated nonlinear processes. For example the specication
of ARFIMA models with nonlinear autoregressions and ESTAR, or
ARFIMA with GARCH models could also be handled in this frame-
work.
On face value it would appear that an alternative model selection
strategy could be based on all the parameters of the original series, in-
cluding the long memory parameter. However, this can be problematic
in the situation of non-stationary long memory, which the methods de-
veloped in this paper can deal with quite easily. A further advantage
9with our selection approach is that it bypasses complexities arising from
the existence of long memory and reduces the analysis to working on a
weakly dependent process. This can be especially important for some
classes of non linear models.
The plan of the Chapter is as follows: Section 2.2 provides a re-
view of some of the relevant literature on population quantities and
also the various semi parametric estimation methods for long memory
processes used in this paper. Section 2.3 presents the derivation of the
MIC methodology and the next section briey describes the imple-
mentation in the context of the linear ARFIMA model. Section 2.4
then describes the results of a detailed simulation study where the rel-
ative success of the standard Bayesian and Hannan-Quinn information
criteria are compared with our new MIC for each semi parametric es-
timator. Overall there is strong evidence of the relative superiority of
the MIC. The next section, Section 2.5, compares the success of each
method when applied to the monthly CPI ination series of Japan
and the UK. The Chapter ends with a short conclusions section. The
most important nding is that theMIC is easily implemented and has
denite advantages for model selection.
2.2 Theoretical Issues
A long memory, fractionally integrated process has slow hyperbolic
rates of decay associated with its impulse response weights and au-
tocorrelations. Following Granger and Joyeux (1980), Granger (1980)
and Hosking (1981), a univariate time series process with fractional
integration in its conditional mean is represented by,
(1  L)dyt = ut; t = 1; : : : ; T; (2.2.1)
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where L is the lag operator and ut is a short memory, I(0) process.
Then yt is said to be a fractionally integrated process of order d, or
I(d). An I(0) process is dened as having partial sums that converge
weakly to Brownian motion. The parameter d represents the degree of
"long memory", or persistence in the series. For  1=2 < d < 1=2 the
process is stationary and invertible; while for 1=2  d  1, the process
does not have a nite variance, but still has a nite cumulative impulse
response function. The Wold decomposition, or innite order moving
average representation, of this process is given by,
yt =
1X
i=0
 it i; (2.2.2)
where t is a martingale di¤erence sequence such that E(t) = 0 and
E(2t ) = 
2. Equivalently, the innite AR representation is given by,
yt =
1X
i=1
iyt i + t: (2.2.3)
For large lag i, the MA coe¢ cients decay at very slow hyperbolic
rates giving  i  c1id 1 and similarly the innite autoregressive rep-
resentation coe¢ cients decay at the rate of c2i d 1. Finally, the au-
tocorrelation coe¢ cients decay at a rate of c3i2d 1, where c1, c2 and
c3 are constants. If the short memory component is represented as
an ARMA(p; q) process, then eq. (2.2.1) becomes the well known
ARFIMA(p; d; q) model,
(L)(1  L)dyt = (L)t; (2.2.4)
where (L) and (L) are polynomials in the lag operator of orders p
and q respectively, with all their roots lying outside the unit circle. If
an investigator has knowledge of the process, then MLE may be used
and its properties have been derived by Fox and Taqqu (1986), Sowell
(1992) and Hosoya (1997).
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Following Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) there have been many
semi parametric estimation procedures in the frequency domain pro-
posed for the estimation of the long memory parameter. This paper
considers four of the most widely used estimators and each estimator
solves a minimization problem of the form bd = argd2[d1;d2] minR (d) ;
where d1, d2 are the lower and upper bounds of the values for d such
that  1 < d1 < d2 <1 and R (d) is the relevant objective function.
The rst estimator is the Local Whittle (LW ) estimator, which is
obtained by minimizing the objective function,
RLW (d) = ln
"
1
m
mX
j=1
!2dj I(!j)
#
  2d
m
mX
j=1
ln(!j); (2.2.5)
with respect to d, where !j = (2j) =T for j = 1; 2; :::T and I(!j) is
the periodogram dened as,
I(!j) =
1
2T

TX
j=1
yte
i!jt

2
: (2.2.6)
The estimator depends on the choice of bandwidth, m, which is com-
monly chosen as m =

T 

where 0 <  < 4=5; where bc denotes
the integer part. The limiting distribution of the LW estimator has
been derived under various assumptions concerning the short memory
process by Robinson (1995), Dalla, Girairitis and Hidalgo (2005) and
Shimotsu and Phillips (2006).
Several important extensions of the LW estimator have been intro-
duced in the literature. In particular, Andrews and Sun (2004) have
proposed the Local Polynomial Whittle (LPW ) estimator which ap-
proximates the short run component of the spectrum of the series.
They approximate its logarithm by a polynomial. The relevant ob-
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jective function in this case is,
RLPW (d) = ln
"
1
m
mX
j=1
!2dj I(!j)e
pr(!j ;)
#
 2d
m
mX
j=1
ln(!j)  1
m
mX
j=1
pr (!j; ) ;
(2.2.7)
where the polynomial is given by pr (j; ) =
Pr
k=1 k!
2k
j and  =
(1; :::r)
0. One issue concerns the choice of the order, r, of the poly-
nomial, and Andrews and Sun (2004) have suggested an automated
adaptive method. In this study we x r = 1 in all our simulations.
Shimotsu and Phillips (2005) have proposed the Exact Local Whit-
tle (ELW ) approach using a "corrected" discrete Fourier transform of
the series, where the objective function now becomes,
RELW (d) = ln
"
1
m
mX
j=1
Irdy(!j)
#
  2d
m
mX
j=1
ln(!j); (2.2.8)
where rdyt = (1  L)d yt.
Abadir et al. (2007) have introduced the Fully Extended Local
Whittle (FELW ) where d 2 (p  1=2; p+ 1=2], for p = 0; 1; 2; :::.
which has the particular attraction of covering the region of non-stationarity
for long memory processes. The following simpler version of the esti-
mator can be found in Abadir et al. (2011). Its performance is identical
to the original. The periodogram is then dened as,
IFELW (!j) =
1  ei!j  2p Irpy(!j);
where rpyt = (1  L)p yt. Then the FELW is obtained by minimizing,
RFELW (d) = ln
"
1
m
mX
j=1
j2dIFELW (!j)
#
  2d
m
mX
j=1
ln(j). (2.2.9)
The LW and LPW are only known to be consistent estimators of d in
the stationary region of  1=2 < d < 1=2; while the ELW and FELW
estimators are known to be consistent for all values of d.
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2.3 Model Selection
There have been many previous approaches to the issue of model se-
lection using information criteria. The seminal work of Kullback and
Leibler (1951) was founded on information theory, while Shibata (1980)
used the concept of model approximations and the work of Schwarz
(1978) was motivated by Bayesian considerations. However, motivat-
ing the theoretical properties of information criteria along these lines
is not straightforward for long memory processes. On the other hand,
consistency in model selection appears a desirable property for any cri-
terion and is straightforwardly accommodated within the long memory
framework. As a result, we focus on establishing consistency.
Much of the previous literature on the properties of information
criteria, was concerned with weakly dependent processes and has not
considered the case of long memory processes. For example Shibata
(1976) and Hannan and Quinn (1979) have studied the AR(p) model
and Hannan (1980) has investigated the stationary ARMA(p; q)model.
Further, Sin and White (1996) and Kapetanios (2001) have, respec-
tively, extended the scope of previous results and shown that these
consistency properties extend to nonlinear models for weakly depen-
dent processes. Hidalgo (2002) has shown that similar results are valid
for regressions involving long memory regressors. Beran, Bhansali and
Ocker (1998) have established some model selection criteria for station-
ary long memory with an autoregression and Crato and Ray (1996)
present some simulation experimental evidence on model selection for
long memory models. It is also worth noting that Shibata (1980) has
extended some of the results on AR(p) models to cases where the lag
order p may be growing with sample size, or at least is not xed a
priori; and recently, Poskitt (2007) has extended these optimality re-
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sults to stationary long memory processes. The context considered in
this paper is to establish the weak consistency of information criteria
in the sense of Sin and White (1996) to the selection of a model for
the component of the short memory process ut of the observed process
yt. The distinctive feature of the problem is that the semi parametric
estimate of the long memory parameter will be m1=2 consistent, where
0 < m < T 4=5; while the remaining parameters associated with the
short memory process will be T 1=2 consistent, when d is known.
In general, the aim is to specify a model for the short memory
component, ut = ud;t. It is assumed that there exist two competing
models for ud;t, which are dened by their objective functions,
QiT (ud; i) = QiT;d (i) =
TX
t=1
qit (ud; i) =
TX
t=1
qit;d (i) ; (2.3.1)
for i = 1; 2, where i  Rpi , p1 > p2 and ud = (ud;1; :::; ud;T )0. The only
observed process is yt and hence ud;t is unobservable. However, given
a semi parametric estimator of d, denoted by bd, the yt series can be
Feasibly Fractionally Filtered (FFF ) to obtain ud^;t, which is the corre-
sponding estimate of the short memory component1. The information
criterion dened by,
IC

d^

=
TX
t=1
q1t;d^

^d^;1

 
TX
t=1
q2t;d^

^d^;2

  cT ; (2.3.2)
can be shown to provide a weakly consistent estimate of the identity of
the true model where ^d;i is dened by,
^d;i = arg max
i
1
T
TX
t=1
qit;d (i) : (2.3.3)
1 Some of the properties of the FFF transformation are discussed by Wright
(1995), Baillie and Kapetanios (2007) and Baillie and Kapetanios (2008a).
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In particular, model 1 is selected if IC

d^

> 0 and model 2 is selected
otherwise. In the following, the true value of d is denoted by d0 and
p limT!1 ^d0;i = 

i . Then, the following assumptions are made:
Assumption 1 For i = 1; 2;
^d0;i   i = Op
 
T 1=2

;
and,
QiT;d0 (

i ) = E (QiT;d0 (

i )) + op (T ) :
Assumption 2 There exists 0 <  < 1=2, such that,
d^  d0 = Op
 
T 

:
Assumption 3 For i = 1; 2;
lim
"!0
sup
i
sup
d2B(d0;")
sup
t
@qit;d (i)
@d

d= d
= Op (1) ; (2.3.4)
lim
"!0
sup
2B(i ;")
sup
t
@qit;d0 (i)
@i

i=
= Op (1) ; (2.3.5)
and,
lim
"!0
sup
2B(i ;")
@2QiT;d0 (i)
@i@
0
i

i=
= Op (T ) : (2.3.6)
Assumption 4 Let,
cT = op (T ) ;
and,
T 1 c 1T = op (1) :
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Assumption 1 is standard and relates to the estimation of the short
memory component of the model; while Assumption 2 relates to the
estimation of d. Assumption 3 is essentially a set of high level regularity
conditions that underlie the proof of the main theorem and should be
veried for specic models. The application of these conditions to a
leading case are shown in Corollary 1. Finally, assumption 4 presents
su¢ cient conditions for the penalty term of a consistent information
criterion. The above assumptions lead to the following Theorem.
Theorem 1 Under assumptions 1-4; and if,
lim inf
T

T 1E (Q1T;d0 (

1))  T 1E (Q2T;d0 (2))

> 0;
lim
T!1
Pr

IC

d^

> 0

= 1: (2.3.7)
Further, if,
Q1T;d0 (

1) Q2T;d0 (2) = Op (1) ;
lim
T!1
Pr

IC

d^

 0

= 1: (2.3.8)
It is clear that Assumption 2 and especially eq. (2.3.4) are high level
that may be di¢ cult to establish in some situations. The following
theorem shows how this condition can be simplied when the model
has a particular form; that has similarities to, but is essentially more
general than an autoregressive model.
Theorem 2 Let Assumptions 1-2, 4 and equations (2.3.5)-(2.3.6) hold.
Let,
qit (ud; d;i) = qit

u
(p)
d;t ; d;i

; (2.3.9)
where u(p)d;t = (ud;t; :::; ud;t p)
0 for some nite constant p, for i = 1; 2.
Let,
sup
i
sup
z
sup
t
@qit (u; i)
@u
<1, i = 1; 2
Then, Theorem 1 holds.
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As an example of how the high level Assumption 3 is proven when
the model cannot be written in the AR type form given by Assumption
(2), it is useful to note the following Corollary that coversMA models.
Corollary 3 Let zd0;t follow an invertible MA(p) model. Then, As-
sumption 3 holds.
It is important at this point to discuss the empirical implementation
of the modied criterion. Given the original time series, yt  I (d0),
the estimate of the long memory parameter is bd, which is obtained
from using one of the four methods described in Section 2. The FFF
series is constructed by truncating the innite AR representation in eq.
(2.2.3). The FFF series is then used to estimate the parameters of
the short memory component. In the case of an AR process this simply
means that the Yule-Walker equations are solved from the FFF series.
For more complicated models such as an ARMA(p; q), estimation is
achieved by the minimisation of a conditional sum of squares function,
which assumes Gaussianity of the process.
2.4 Monte Carlo Experiment
This Subsection discusses some simulation experiments to investigate
the previous theoretical work concerning the BIC, HQ andMIC when
the long memory parameter is estimated using the semi parametric
methods of the LW; LPW; FELW and ELW as described in Section
2.2. We use three sample sizes of T = f500; 1000; 2000g observations2
and the results are based on 1000 replications. Our evaluation considers
the standard BIC and HQ given by,
2 Further results for the sample size of T = 5000 are available from the authors
on request.
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BIC = ln
 
2"

+
k lnT
T
; (2.4.1)
HQ = ln
 
2"

+
2kc ln lnT
T
; (2.4.2)
where c = 1:0001. The modied information criterion is given by,
MIC = ln
 
2"

+

k
T

T 1 +" (2.4.3)
where  = 0:5 and  is the parameter associated with the bandwidth
selection used in the estimation and for small ", e.g. " = 1:00E  
05. The bandwidth is then given by m = bTc where  = f0:6; 0:8g
and hence the exponent of T in the modied penalty term coe¢ cient
becomes 1    = f0:7; 0:6g respectively. For example if  = 0:6, then
the bandwidth of an estimator is m = bT 0:6c using  = 0:3 and the
modied penalty term will be T 0:7; where bc in the above denotes the
integer part.
It should be noted that all the results involving simulations with
LPW are based on the case of r = 1, so that the low frequency ordinates
of the spectrum are approximated by a linear, rst order polynomial.
Higher order adjustments were not found to lead to any noticeable
improvement.
Tables 2.8.1 through 2.8.3 report results based on theARFIMA(1; d; 0)
data generating process model with the AR parameter of  = 0:9 and
for values of d = f0:2; 0:4; 0:49; 0:8; 1:2g based on the di¤erent sam-
ple sizes as mentioned above. All the tables report the percentage of
occasions when certain models were selected by the various criteria.
Furthermore, the average AR order selected is denoted by bp.
In Table 2.8.1, when , the parameter associated with the band-
width, is chosen as  = 0:4 and the estimation method is LW ; it can be
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seen that the MIC succeeds in selecting the true AR order on 86:3%
of the occasions; while the percentage of success for the BIC and HQ
are 71% and 50:1% respectively. Similar conclusions are reached for
the LPW estimation method. TheMIC is found to be superior to the
standard criteria on 75% of the occasions, while the BICs percent-
age of selection is 51:9% and HQs is only 38:3%. Furthermore, when
the FELW and ELW are the preferred estimators, MIC selects the
correct order on 87% and 84:3% of the occasions.
For the designs with d = 0:4 and d = 0:49 and on using the same
bandwidth of m = bT 0:4c, the MIC is found to perform at least 12:9%
better compared with BIC and HQ across any of the estimation meth-
ods being considered. The superiority of the MIC is also preserved for
the non-stationary case of d = 0:8, where the only valid estimation
methods are FELW and ELW . The MIC selects the true order on
85:1% of the occasions using FELW and on 86:4% of the occasions for
the ELW . This is in contrast to percentage rates of 71:7% and 73:4%
for the BIC using the same estimators respectively. For the HQ the
corresponding results are noticeably poorer. At the extreme case of
d = 1:2, the MIC is still the best available criterion and selects the
true order on 89:2% of the occasions using the FELW and 88:7% of
the occasions using the ELW .
An interesting point concerns the e¤ect of increasing the bandwidth
to  = 0:6: The MIC achieves an extremely high percentage level of
selecting the correct model on 92:5%, 92:1% and 95% of the occasions
for d = f0:2, 0:4, 0:49g respectively. TheMIC is at least 19% superior
to the BIC and 43% superior to the HQ. It is also comparable to
HQ in the rest of the cases; however it does not always outperform the
BIC.
The overall conclusion is claried on moving to the larger sample
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size of T = 1000. The results in Table 2.8.2 indicate that the MIC
out performs all the standard criteria, for all designs, and by signicant
di¤erences in the percentage rates. The poorest performance of the
MIC occurs in the LW estimation method for d = 0:2 and  = 0:6:
In this case the true order is selected on 94:2% of the occasions. In
contrast, BICs best percentage rate of success in model selection is
63:7% for d = 0:4 and  = 0:4. Similarly the best success rate of
the HQ is 44:7% for d = 0:4 and  = 0:4. The results are similar
using the LPW where the MIC selects the true order at least 86:8%
of the times for d = 0:2 and  = 0:4 and at most 99:9% of the times
for d = f0:4, 0:49g and  = 0:6. Results using the FELW and ELW
further enhance the performance of the MIC, where for all stationary
and non-stationary cases the least percentage for MIC selecting the
true order is 92:3%.
Table 2.8.3 reports results for the much larger sample size of T =
2000 observations. These simulation experiments are indicative of the
asymptotic validity of the modied information criterion. The MIC
selects the true model order on 100% of the occasions, while the highest
percentage of successful model selection occurs on 57:9% of the times
for the BIC and similarly 40:9% of the times for HQ. In the rest of
the cases, the performance of MIC is often close to the 100% level.
The results in Chapter 2.4 are indicative of the fact that the stan-
dard Bayesian (BIC) and Hannan-Quinn (HQ) criteria are not consis-
tent when the long memory exponent is semi parametrically estimated.
These criteria tend to introduce a large upward bias in the estimated
order of the short memory component of the process. This section also
provides strong evidence that the MIC should be preferred over the
standard criteria and that it generally performs very well. For large
samples, MIC is most likely to select the true order using any consis-
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tent estimator of d, however for relatively small samples the estimation
method and its bandwidth must be carefully chosen.
2.5 Illustrative Example using Ination
An example of the above methodology for model selection is given by
the analysis of monthly ination data for the countries of Japan and
UK. The sample period spans from February 1958 through July 2011.
The series of data was used until July 2006 for model selection pur-
poses; and the last 5 years, or 60 months of data, were retained for
assessing the out of sample forecasting ability of the various selected
models. Table 2.8.4 presents the Relative Mean Squared Forecast Er-
ror, RMSFE, results for the above countries. All the semi parametric
estimators used in the simulation study described in the previous sec-
tion are used for bandwidths of  = 0:4 and  = 0:6. It should be
noted that the ination series in these countries is quite likely to ex-
hibit non-stationary long memory, so that the ELW and FELW are
ideal estimators. To this extent the MIC based on these estimators
is obviously superior; particularly when coupled with the ELW and
FELW . The forecasting steps ahead are set to one, three and twelve
steps (months); so that the forecasts correspond to one month, one
quarter and one year respectively.
The top panel of Table 2.8.4 provides the set of results for Japan
and it can be seen thatMIC always performs better compared to BIC
and HQ in all steps ahead using  = 0:4 and  = 0:6 for the LW and
the LPW . Using the FELW , which is valid in all regions of d including
the non-stationary cases, it can be seen that for  = 0:4 the RMSFE
of MIC relative to BIC and MIC relative to HQ equals 1:020 and
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1:019 respectively for the 3-steps ahead forecast. In all other cases
MIC dominates the other criteria. This situation also occurs when
using the ELW . Overall, the MIC clearly performs better in 95:83%
of the occasions across all the estimation methods and in all parameters
settings.
Results regarding the UK ination series are described in the lower
panel of Table 4. The MIC using LW performs relatively better com-
pared to the standard criteria. In fact, it is always the most accurate
method in all one step ahead forecasts and we see that generally, in 67%
of the times across all combinations its RMSFE is below unity. The
MIC using FELW for  = 0:4 fails in competing with BIC and HQ:
However it is still better 67% of all times across all combinations when
using  = 0:6. The results for MIC using ELW are always better for
1-step and 3-steps ahead forecasts and relatively worse for the 12-steps
ahead forecast when using  = 0:6.
In summary, these empirical results for ination indicate that fore-
casts derived from models chosen from the MIC are generally prefer-
able to those derived from the BIC and HQ procedures. However, it
should be noted that some of the procedures involve estimators that are
not valid in the non-stationary regions of d. When a researcher has no
a priori knowledge concerning the degree of fractional integration of the
series, a safe strategy is to use either the FELW or ELW estimators.
2.6 Conclusions
This Chapter has addressed the problem of model selection of the short
memory component of a univariate time series with long memory. While
there is a lot of evidence of the existence of long memory in economic
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time series, the most appropriate methods for selecting models has
previously been unresolved. The application of the standard Bayesian
(BIC) and Hannan-Quinn (HQ) are not consistent when the long mem-
ory exponent is semi parametrically estimated. In this Chapter we es-
tablish a Modied Information Criterion (MIC) that overcomes these
di¢ culties and provide proofs showing its asymptotic validity. The
semi parametric estimators of the long memory parameter converge at
a slower, and non standard rate to the true value compared withMLE
and this property a¤ects the theoretical properties and functional form
of the MIC. The results in this Chapter are extremely general and
cover any short memory model as dened by Sin and White (1996)
and could, for example, be applied to ESTAR, or some smooth non-
linear parameterization in the conditional mean, or even ARFIMA
models with GARCH errors. We provide simulation evidence based on
the workhorse ARFIMA(p; d; q) model which generally indicates the
desirability of using the new modied criterion. We also provide an
example applied to monthly ination series.
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2.7 Appendix A: Proofs
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2.7.1 Proof of Theorem 1
As a rst step we need to show the following,
^d^;i   ^d0;i = Op
 
T 

, i = 1; 2; (2.7.1)
TX
t=1
qit;d^

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d0;i

= Op
 
T 1 

, i = 1; 2: (2.7.2)
We have,
TX
t=1
qit;d^

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d0;i

=
TX
t=1
qit;d^

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d^;i

+
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d0;i

:
Then, equation (2.7.2) follows if,
TX
t=1
qit;d^

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d^;i

= Op
 
T 1 

, i = 1; 2; (2.7.3)
and,
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d^;i

 
TX
t=1
qit;d0

^d0;i

= Op
 
T 1 

, i = 1; 2: (2.7.4)
For equation (2.7.1) and equation (2.7.3), it is su¢ cient to show that,
sup
i
 
TX
t=1
qit;d^ (i) 
TX
t=1
qit;d0 (i)
!
= Op
 
T 1 

, i = 1; 2:
We have by the mean value theorem that,
qit;d^ (i) = qit;d0 (i) +
@qit;d (i)
@d

d= d

d^  d0

:
So,
sup
i
 
TX
t=1
qit;d^ (i) 
TX
t=1
qit;d0 (i)
!
= sup
i
 
TX
t=1
@qit;d (i)
@d

d= d

d^  d0
!

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lim
"!0
sup
i
sup
d2B(d0;")
sup
t
@qit;d (i)
@d

d= d
!
d^  d0

;
where B (d0; ") denotes the ball of radius " centered on d0. So as long
as,
lim
"!0
sup
i
sup
d2B(d0;")
sup
t
@qit;d (i)
@d

d= d
= Op (1) ;
equation (2.7.1) and equation (2.7.3) hold. For equation (2.7.4), we
have,
qit;d0

^d^;i

  qit;d0

^d0;i

=
@qit;d0 (i)
@i

i=

^d^;i   ^d0;i

;
where  lies between ^d^;i and ^d0;i. So, given that ^d0;i !p i , as long
as,
lim
"!0
sup
2B(i ;")
sup
t
@qit;d0 (i)
@i

i=
= Op (1) ;
equation (2.7.4) holds. Having shown equation (2.7.1) and equation
(2.7.2), we use these to show the two parts of the Theorem. We show
equation (2.3.7) rst. By equation (2.7.2), we have that,
QiT;d^

^d^;i

= QiT;d0

^d0;i

+Op
 
T 1 

: (2.7.5)
Further,
QiT;d0

^d0;i

= QiT;d0 (

i ) +Op (1) : (2.7.6)
This follows by noting that, by a two term mean value expansion,
QiT;d0 (

i ) = QiT;d0

^d0;i

+
@QiT;d0 (i)
@0i

i=^d0;i

^d0;i   i

+
1=2

^d0;i   i
0 @2QiT;d0 (i)
@i@
0
i

i=

^d0;i   i

:
By
@QiT;d0 (i)
@0i

i=^d0;i
= 0, and equation (2.3.6),
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^d0;i   i
0 @2QiT;d0 (i)
@i@
0
i

i=

^d0;i   i

= Op (1). So,
QiT;d^

^d^;i

= QiT;d0 (

i ) +Op
 
T 1 

= QiT;d0 (

i ) + op (T ) :
Then,
IC

d^

= Q1T;d^

^d^;1

 Q2T;d^

^d^;2

  cT =
E (Q1T;d0 (

1))  E (Q2T;d0 (2)) + op (T )  cT =
E (Q1T;d0 (

1))  E (Q2T;d0 (2)) + op (T ) > 0;
with probability approaching one, sinceE (Q1T;d0 (

1)) E (Q2T;d0 (2)) =
O (T ), proving equation (2.3.7). Finally, we show equation (2.3.8).
Again, by equation (2.7.5) and equation (2.7.6),
IC

d^

= Q1T;d^

^d^;1

 Q2T;d^

^d^;2

  cT =
Q1T;d0 (

1) Q2T;d0 (2) +Op
 
T 1 
  cT  0;
with probability approaching 1 by the facts thatQ1T;d0 (

1) Q2T;d0 (2) =
Op (1) and T 1 c 1T = op (1), proving equation (2.3.8) and the Theorem.
2.7.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We analyse the special case where,
qit (zd; d;i) = qit

z
(p)
d;t ; d;i

;
where z(p)d;t = (zd;t; :::; zd;t p)
0 for some nite constant p. This simplies
equation (2.3.4) since,
sup
i
 
TX
t=1
qit

z
(p)
d^;t
; i

 
TX
t=1
qit

z
(p)
d0;t; i
!
=
sup
i
0B@ TX
t=1
0@@qit

z
(p)
d0;t; i

@z
(p)
d0;t
1A0 z(p)
d^;t
  z(p)d0;t
1CA 
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
sup
i
sup
z
sup
t
@qit (z; i)
@z
0 TX
t=1
z
(p)
d^;t
  z(p)d0;t
!
:
By Wright (1995),
TX
t=1

zd^;t   zd0;t

= Op
 
T 1 

:
So, as long as,
sup
i
sup
z
sup
t
@qit (z; i)
@z
<1, i = 1; 2;
equation (2.3.4) holds.
2.7.3 Proof of Corollary 3
We consider a leading case where equation (2.3.9) does not hold. This
is the case where zd0;t is an MA process. For simplicity we assume an
MA(1), i.e.,
zd0;t = t   t 1;
where t  iid(0; 1) and jj < 1. This implies a log-likelihood function
of the form,
L (d; ) =  T
2
log (2)+
TX
t=1
qt;d () =  T
2
log (2)+
TX
t=1
 
t 1X
j=0
jzd;t j
!
:
We examine equation (2.3.4) and equation (2.3.5) since equation (2.3.6)
can be proven similarly to equation (2.3.5). We have,
sup
t
sup

lim
"!0
sup
d2B(d0;")
@qit;d ()
@d

d= d
= sup
t
sup
jj<1
lim
"!0
sup
d2B(d0;")
t 1X
j=0
j
@zd;t j
@d

d=d0
:
(2.7.7)
We note that, by equations (4.11)-(4.17) of Wright (1995) and assuming
that yt = 0, t = :::  1; 0,
lim
"!0
sup
d2B(d0;")
@zd;t j
@d

d=d0
= lim
"!0
sup
d2B(d0;")
t 1X
j=1
a1j
 
d  d0 (t   t 1) =
29
t 1X
j=1
a1j (0) (t   t 1) ;
where a1j (x) =
daj(x)
dx
, aj (x) =
 (j x)
 ( x) (j+1) ; and therefore, a1j (0) = j
 1.
By Lemma 1 of Wright (1995),
sup
t
t 1X
j=1
a1j (0) (t   t 1) = Op (1) ;
and so,
sup
t
sup
jj<1
t 1X
j=0
j
@zd;t j
@d

d=d0
= Op (1) :
proving equation (2.3.4). For equation (2.3.5) we have that,
@qit;d0 (i)
@i

i=
= j
t 1X
j=0
j 1zd;t j: (2.7.8)
Then, it is obvious that equation (2.3.5) holds.
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Illustrative Empirical Example
Japan UK
 = 0:4  = 0:6  = 0:4  = 0:6
h MIC=BIC MIC=HQ MIC=BIC MIC=HQ MIC=BIC MIC=HQ MIC=BIC MIC=HQ
LW 1 0.966 0.966 0.982 0.954 0.988 0.989 0.988 0.988
3 0.988 0.988 0.997 0.969 1.008 1.009 0.998 0.998
12 0.942 0.942 0.981 0.971 0.958 0.961 1.017 1.017
LPW (r = 1) 1 0.978 0.978 0.960 0.945 0.982 0.992 0.978 0.993
3 0.998 0.998 0.968 0.952 1.037 1.031 1.090 1.080
12 0.926 0.926 0.988 0.991 1.010 1.011 1.076 1.055
FELW 1 0.975 0.973 0.974 0.957 1.011 1.011 0.969 0.969
3 1.020 1.019 0.982 0.976 1.061 1.061 0.978 0.978
12 0.936 0.937 0.960 0.962 1.010 1.010 1.016 1.016
ELW 1 0.955 0.941 0.953 0.939 0.966 0.972 0.971 0.971
3 0.967 0.948 0.965 0.948 0.986 0.987 0.982 0.982
12 0.988 0.994 0.988 0.994 0.991 0.991 1.016 1.016
Key: Reporting Relative Mean Squared Forecast Errors.
h denotes the forecast steps-ahead,
BIC, HQ are in standard forms, MIC in modied.
Table 2.8.4: Modied Information Criterion, Empirical Application
using Ination Data
Chapter 3
A Fractional Di¤erencing Boot-
strap for LongMemory Processes
3.1 Introduction
Since the seminal paper by Efron (1979), the bootstrap has rapidly
increased in popularity. It is probably one of the most favoured com-
putational techniques by applied researchers due to its wide applicabil-
ity. Estimates of standard errors and condence intervals for complex
parameters estimators can be easily obtained by bootstrapping. The
decreased computational cost and the improved theoretical results that
stress that under mild conditions the bootstrap provides empirical ap-
proximations that are at least as accurate as the approximations implied
by the rst-order asymptotic distribution theory have further enhanced
its use.
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In the initial bootstrap setup it is assumed that the sample obser-
vations are i.i.d. and the distribution of a population is estimated by
randomly resampling single observations with replacement. This poses
serious threats when dealing with dependent samples. The dependence
pattern is highly likely to be destroyed and hence all resamples will have
not maintained the properties of the original sample. Many authors in
the literature expanded the use of bootstrap in weakly dependent series;
see Carlstein (1986), Kunsch (1989), Kreiss (1992), Politis and Romano
(1992), Politis and Romano (1994) and Buhlmann (1997) among others.
In the literature there are mainly two general bootstrap categories
for weakly dependent data: (i) blockwise bootstraps and (ii) residuals
resampling. The main idea of all blockwise bootstraps is to simply
resample blocks instead of single observations. The blocks of obser-
vations of stationary processes should be approximately independent
and due to stationarity the joint distribution of the variables in di¤er-
ent blocks should be almost the same. Block aspects vary and they
can be non-overlapping or moving blocks, blocks with xed or variable
length etc. Further studies that are concerned with block optimality
and data driven block length issues include Hall, Horowitz and Jing
(1995), Buhlmann and Kunsch (1999), Politis and White (2004) and
Patton, Politis and White (2009) among others. On the other hand, the
residuals based bootstrap suggests to estimate the model and obtain
the residuals series. Then a residuals resample is obtained by the usual
i.i.d. random resampling. The initial model estimates and the latter
residuals resample are then used in order to generate the corresponding
resample of the original series.
Although all the above are meaningful in weakly dependent series
they fail as we move in samples with strong dependence. The blockwise
bootstrap cannot be used in long memory series even if very large blocks
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are used; e.g. see Lahiri (1993). Furthermore, the residuals bootstrap
in residuals series that are obtained by a high lagged autoregression
(i.e. sieve AR bootstrap) is only valid in stationary long memory series
where the degree of integration is less (or equal to) 0.5; e.g. for methods
in the time domain see Kapetanios (2004), Kapetanios and Psaradakis
(2006), Poskitt (2008).
Only recently Kim and Nordman (2011) considered the application
of block bootstrap for the approximation of the sample mean. The re-
sampling is performed on the actual strongly dependent data and the
normalised bootstrap sample mean is then inated by a factor that de-
pends on the number of blocks and the long memory parameter. This
method however cannot be used in the approximation of the distribu-
tion of any other statistic.
Hence, given the above it is more than necessary to cope with the
di¢ culty of resampling strongly dependent samples. This is the mo-
tivation for our research. In this paper we introduce a methodology
that solves these problems. This methodology allows for the imple-
mentation of any blockwise bootstrap or residuals based bootstrap in
both stationary and non-stationary long memory series. Furthermore,
it improves the nite sample performance of the sieve AR bootstrap in
stationary cases.
Let there be a strongly dependent series. We estimate the long
memory parameter using any consistent estimator. Then, we apply
the fractional di¤erencing operator using this estimate, and we imple-
ment any bootstrap method on the resulting weakly dependent series.
Finally, we apply the inverse of the fractional di¤erencing operator us-
ing the same initial estimate on the resampled series mentioned above.
This will result in the corresponding strongly dependent resample.
Repetition of the above procedure for a su¢ cient number of times
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leads to an asymptotically valid approximation to the true distribution
of any statistic under consideration. The asymptotic results are derived
and a variety of simulation experiments illustrates the performance of
the method.
The rest of this Chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 in-
troduces the basic concepts of long memory processes and reviews the
blockwise and sieve AR bootstraps, Section 3.3 presents the proposed
bootstrap methodology for long memory series, Section 3.4 is concerned
with the discussion of numerical evidence and Section 3.5 summarises
the conclusions.
3.2 Preliminaries
3.2.1 Long Memory and Semi Parametric Estima-
tion
Consider the following general fractionally integrated process yt as de-
ned in eq. (2.2.1),
(1  L)d yt = ut; t = 1; :::; T , (3.2.1)
where L denotes the lag operator, d is the long memory parameter and
ut is a weakly dependent zero-integrated process, ut  I (0). As in the
previous chapter, ut is also called the short memory component of the
long memory model. Now, we specify the following model for ut,
ut =
1X
i=1
it i; (3.2.2)
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with t are i.i.d. random variables with E (t) = 0; E (2t ) = 
2
 and
E (ts) = 0 for t 6= s. Using the binomial expansion, the fractional
di¤erencing operator is dened as,
(1  L)d =   (j   d)
  (j + 1)   ( d) = 1  dL+
d (d  1)
2
L2:::; (3.2.3)
where   () denotes the gamma function. This expansion can be ex-
pressed by,
(1  L)d =
1X
j=0
j (d)L
j: (3.2.4)
Beran (1994) and Baillie (1996) provide a full introduction in the long
memory context. For jdj  1=2 the series is stationary and invertible,
whereas for 1=2 < jdj < 1 the variance is not nite but still has a
cumulative impulse response function with nite sum.
If the short memory component is represented by an ARMA(p; q)
process, then eq. (3.2.1) becomes the well known ARFIMA(p; d; q)
model as described in eq. (2.2.4),
(L)(1  L)dyt = (L)"t; (3.2.5)
where (L) and (L) are polynomials in the lag operator of orders p
and q respectively, with all their roots lying outside the unit circle and
E ("t) = 0, E ("2t ) = 
2
" and E ("t"s) = 0 for s 6= t.
As discussed in the previous Chapter, the estimation of the long
memory models has been a major debate in the literature in full and
semi parametric setup. Fox and Taqqu (1986), Sowell (1992), Hosoya
(1997) and Robinson (2006) among others, are concerned with the max-
imum likelihood and pseudo maximum likelihood estimations. Geweke
and Porter-Hudak (1983) introduced the semi parametric estimation of
the long memory parameter in the frequency domain. Further work
has been done by Robinson (1995), Andrews and Sun (2004), Shimotsu
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and Phillips (2005), Shimotsu and Phillips (2006) and Abadir et al.
(2007) among others; see Baillie and Kapetanios (2008b) for a review
of estimation methods.
In this Chapter we are interested in a consistent estimate of the long
memory parameter without specifying the model for ut. Thus, we are
employing the semi parametric estimation methods of Robinson (1995),
Shimotsu and Phillips (2005) and Abadir et al. (2007). All methods
have been introduced in Chapter 2 of this thesis and can be found in
eq. (2.2.5), eq. (2.2.8) and eq. (2.2.9). Following Robinson (1995),
m
1
2
bd  d!D N 0; 1
4

. (3.2.6)
The limiting distribution of the LW estimator has been derived under
various assumptions concerning the short memory process by Robinson
(1995), Dalla, Giraitis and Hidalgo (2005) and Shimotsu and Phillips
(2006).
All frequency based estimators discussed here are sensitive in the
choice of bandwidth, m. This has been observed even in the initial
work of Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983). The theoretical standard
error suggests choosing a large value of m in order to obtain a small
standard error. However, doing so may induce a bias in the estimator
and turns out that consistency requires that m grow with sample size
but at a slower rate. Generally m is chosen such that 1
m
+ m
n
! 0
as n ! 1. The use of m = T 1=2 has proved to be a popular rule
of thumb; bc denotes the integer part. This is also adopted in the
simulation experiments of this study.
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3.2.2 Sieve AR Bootstrap and Block Resampling
The sieve autoregressive bootstrap introduced by Kreiss (1992) has
been extended to long memory processes by Kapetanios and Psaradakis
(2006) and Poskitt (2008). Assuming that yt is a linearly regular and
covariance-stationary process , d < 1=2, with Wold representation (As-
sumption 2 in Poskitt (2008)) we can write it using its innite autore-
gressive representation,
yt =
1X
j=1
ejyt j + ut, (3.2.7)
where ej =    (j d) (j+1) ( d) . Then, using eq. (3.2.7) and tting a trun-
cated version of the innite autoregressive representation, the sieve AR
bootstrap algorithm follows.
1. From yt calculate the parameter estimates of a high order, AR (h)
approximation denoted by b = (b1 ::: bh)0 and b2h and evaluate
the residuals,
but = yt   hX
j=1
biyt j: (3.2.8)
From but calculate the standardised residuals,
eut = but   ut
sut
, (3.2.9)
where ut denotes the sample mean and sut denotes the standard
deviation of the residuals series. Without such centering the re-
sulting bootstrap approximation often has a random bias that
does not vanish in the limit.
2. Then, let I1; :::; IT be conditionally i.i.d. random variables with
the discrete uniform distribution on f1; :::; Tg. Then we con-
struct a random sample with replacement for eut denoted by eu =
(euI1 :::euIT ).
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3. The sieve bootstrap observations are generated by the recursion
relation,
yt =
hX
j=1
biyt j + eut . (3.2.10)
The autoregressive order h can be derived using any information
criterion, such as Akaikes or Bayesian. Ng and Perron (1995) prove
that under similar setup, AIC and BIC are asymptotically consistent.
However, following Poskitt (2008) the sieve bootstrap is only valid for
stationary long memory processes. Furthermore, the maximum autore-
gressive order is given by H = [c (log T )] where   1 and c > 0 and
h  H.
Another bootstrap approach that accounts for the weak dependence
in the data is the block bootstrap. Blocks of observations of stationary
processes should be approximately independent and due to stationar-
ity the joint distribution of the variables in di¤erent blocks should be
almost the same. The main di¢ culty we confront is the choice of the
optimal block size that guarantees the above. This can be achieved
using data driven methods, like Hall, Horowitz and Jing (1995), Politis
and White (2004) and Patton, Politis and White (2009). Suppose we
have a weakly dependent series, ut, t = 1; 2; :::; T , and a choice of opti-
mal block size is determined, say b. Then block bootstrap algorithms
are dened.
MBB: The moving block bootstrap of Kunsch (1989) divides ut
in M overlapping blocks of b observations, M = T   b + 1. As before,
denote the collection of blocks by fB1; :::; BMg and let I1; :::; IT=b be con-
ditionally i.i.d. random variables with the discrete uniform distribution
on f1; :::;Mg. A MBB resample for ut is obtained with replacement
from the collection of blocks, ut =

BI1 :::BIT=b
0
.
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CBB: The circular block bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1992)
suggests that ut should be periodically extended in the manner u1,
..., uT , u1, ..., uT ... . Then we can obtain a collection of T blocks of b
observations fB1; :::; BTg. Let I1; :::; IT=b be conditionally i.i.d. random
variables with the discrete uniform distribution on f1; :::; Tg. Similarly,
a CBB resample for ut is obtained with replacement from the collection
of blocks, ut =

BI1 :::BIT=b
0
.
SBB: The stationary bootstrap of Politis and Romano (1994) dif-
fers compared to all of the above because it uses a random block
length for b. In particular, ut is periodically extended as before and
let L1; L2; ::: be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables having the geo-
metric distribution, so that the probability of the event fLi = g is
(1  p) 1 for  = 1; 2; ::: and p is a xed number in [0; 1]. Denote
the collection of blocks by fBL1 ; BL2 ; :::g. The indicator L denotes the
length of the relevant block. Let I1; I2; ::: be a sequence of i.i.d. vari-
ables that have the discrete uniform distribution on f1; :::; Tg. Then,
a SBB resample for ut is obtained by random draws with replacement
from the collection of blocks, ut = (BL1 BL2 :::)
0 until t = T .
Recently, Kim and Nordman (2011), henceforth KN, suggested the
direct application of usual block bootstraps in long memory series in
an e¤ort to approximate the distribution of the mean. They are con-
sidering the fractional noise model, hence in eq. (3.2.1) they let ut be
i.i.d. variables with zero-mean and nite variance. Furthermore, they
use MBB in the usual way, i.e. avoiding the fact of long memory,
they split the sample in blocks and they randomly resample from these
blocks (as mentioned above). Then, in order for the resample to suc-
cessfully mimic the original samples mean, they augment the statistic
byMd, or using a long memory estimate, M bd, where M = bT=bc. This
methodology, however, does not account for the approximation of other
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statistics and cannot be applied in non-stationary long memory series;
see Kim and Nordman (2011) for more.
3.3 The Fractional Di¤erencing Bootstrap
The bootstrap procedures discussed in the previous section, apart from
the sieve autoregressive bootstrap and Kim and Nordman (2011) method,
cannot be implemented in strongly dependent data. As such samples
are more persistent, the application of blocks will destroy the pattern
of dependence. In this part of the paper we propose a generalised boot-
strap methodology that overcomes such di¢ culties and allows for the
implementation of any bootstrap valid for weakly dependent samples
in stationary and non-stationary long memory series. The proposed
methodology does not require any range restrictions on d as long as a
consistent estimator has been used; e.g. ELW and FELW a described
in eq. (2.2.8) and eq. (2.2.9) respectively.
Assumption 5 bd  d = Op  T ,  > 0,
where d denotes the true degree of integration, bd its estimate and T
is the sample size.
The above is a rather general assumption that does not specify
any particular method for estimating d. It assumes consistency and
some rate of convergence for the estimator. However, this assumption
does not allow for estimators whose rate of convergence depends on d.
This could introduce problems in the bootstrap similar in nature to
those discussed in Inoue and Killian (2003) which we wish to avoid by
undertaking a simple analysis. Note, however, that Inoue and Killian
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(2003) clearly indicate that a rate of convergence that depends on d is
not necessarily a cause for bootstrap invalidity.
The bootstrap procedure we suggest consists of the following oper-
ations.
1. Given yt  I (d), t = 1; :::; T , as described in eq. (3.2.1), let ST =
ST (y1; ::; yT ) be a statistic of the data. Then, estimate the long
memory parameter and obtain bd.
2. Filter the series using bd and the fractional di¤erencing operator,
(1  L)bd, and obtain the underlying weakly dependent series de-
noted by zt. Notice that zt  I
bd  d and obviously for bd = d,
zt = ut.
3. Given now that zt is a weakly dependent series any of the boot-
strap methods described in the previous section could be applied
and thus, we can obtain a resample of zt, denoted by zt .
4. Then apply the inverse fractional di¤erencing operator using bd,
(1  L) bd, on zt and obtain the corresponding resample of the
original long memory sample. Denote the resulting series by yt
and notice that yt  (d). Then, we compute ST = ST (y1; ::; yT )
which is the bootstrap analog to ST .
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4, construct B independent bootstrap sam-
ples, yT;B and calculate S

T;B =
 
ST;1:::S

T;B
0
.
The idea behind the proposed bootstrap methodology is that the
distribution of ST under the probability law induced by the boot-
strap, Pfy1 ;:::;yTg; should mimic that of ST under Pfy1;:::;yT g and
therefore we can expect FST to approximate FST .
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As long as a consistent estimate of d is used, the bootstrap resam-
ple incorporates the characteristics of the original series even though
that the actual resampling takes place in the underlying short memory
component. The theoretical parts in Kunsch (1989), Robinson (1995),
Wright (1995) and Poskitt (2008) justify the above approach.
3.4 Simulation Experiments
In this section we provide numerical evidence that favours the use of
the proposed methodology compared to existing methods. We report
simulation results for the cases of the normalised mean and the vari-
ous semi parametric estimators of d described in the previous section.
Our aim is to evaluate how much accurate is the fractional di¤erencing
bootstrap estimation of the distribution of the statistic under consider-
ation. We report the 90% coverage rates and lengths using the relevant
bootstrap quantiles for each statistic q0:05 and q

0:95. Hence,
P (q0:05  ST  q0:95) = 0:9. (3.4.1)
We construct B = 199 bootstrap draws for R = 1000 Monte Carlo
repetitions for each DGP and we report the coverage rates and lengths
for each statistic. Our true statistics are,
ST = T
1
2
 d  Y    and S bdT = m 12 bd  d ; (3.4.2)
when bd is given by LW , ELW and FELW . Similarly, their bootstrap
counterparts are then given by,
ST = T
1
2
 bd Y    Y  and S bdT = m 12 bd   bd : (3.4.3)
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At rst we compare the results of our methodology to KN for the
case of the normalised sample mean when the true degree of integration
is known for both methods. This leads to a direct comparison of the
two bootstrap methodologies avoiding any problems that may arise
due to estimation errors. The block sizes taken into consideration are
bKNi =

1
2
T 1=2; T 1=2; 2T 1=2
	
for i = 1; 2; 3 associated with KN and the
block bootstraps include CBB and SBB along with MBB that is
solely used in the above mentioned paper. We denote these methods
by MBBd
bKNi
, CBBd
bKNi
and SBBd
bKNi
when the true value for d is used
and similarly MBB bd
bKNi
, CBB bd
bKNi
and SBB bd
bKNi
when an estimate is
used. For the proposed fractional di¤erencing bootstrap we use bi =
T 1=5; T 1=4; T 1=3
	
for i = 1; 2; 3 suggested by Hall, Horowitz and Jing
(1995) and a data dependent block length denoted by, b4, as in Patton,
Politis and White (2009); note that we use b4 for MBB as well apart
from CBB and SBB:These bootstraps are denoted byMBBdbi , CBB
d
bi
,
SBBdbi when the true value for d is used and MBB
bd
bi
, CBB bdbi , SBB bdbi
when an estimate is used. Sieve denotes the standard AR sieve as
in Poskitt (2008) and Sievebd denotes the sieve bootstrap using the
proposed di¤erencing bootstrap methodology. In both cases the lag
order is selected as h =
j
(lnT )1=2
k
. For reasons of simplicity our
DGP is focused on ARFIMA (1; d; 0) models with  = f0; 0:5; 0:8g,
d = f0:25; 0:45; 0:75; 0:95g. Using the true value of d we report results
for T = f200, 500, 1000g sample sizes whereas when d is estimated
we use T = 500. For all estimators the bandwidth choice is xed to
m =

T 1=2

.
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3.4.1 Normalised Sample Mean
Using the true d
In Table 3.6.1 we present simulations results using a very basic model
for yt that is a fractional white noise, ARFIMA (0; d; 0). In the top
panel we see that KN bootstrap methodology is accurate for d = 0:25
in T = 200 and T = 500 sample sizes however as T increases to 1000
observations only CBBd
bKN3
is close to the 0:90 value. As d increases
the performance of KN is worsen. Specically it fails in non-stationary
series. However, Kim and Norman (2011) clearly explain that this
methodology is not valid in non-stationary environment. A conclusion
that is also found here.
In the middle panel on the other hand, the fractional di¤erencing
bootstrap is accurate for all degrees of long memory and in all sample
sizes. It is important for the researcher to notice that the performance
of the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap depends on the choice of the
bootstrap methodology that is applied in the short memory series. The
literature suggests that CBB and SBB lead to better nite sample
results compared to MBB. For d = 0:25 all fractional di¤erencing
bootstraps work accurately in all sample sizes. As d increases and we
leave the stationaritys bounds, we see that the performance of the
fractional di¤erencing bootstrap does not deteriorate even when the
sample size is small with T = 200 observations. This illustrates the
robustness of the proposed method.
In the bottom panel we compare the standard sieve bootstrap is
described in Poskitt (2008) and the sieve bootstrap when the proposed
di¤erencing bootstrap technology is applied. As mentioned in the pre-
vious subchapter, standard sieve is not valid in non-stationary series.
Generally, we see that the standard sieve underperforms compared to
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all methods described so far. Its maximum coverage rate is 0.43, or
43% for d = 0:25 and T = 500. The application of the di¤erencing
methodology improves its performance. For the sample size of T = 200
and d = 0:45 we see that the coverage rate is doubled, 0.64 compared
to 0.32, and in the large sample size of T = 1000 for the same value
of d the fractional di¤erencing sieve AR bootstrap provides a coverage
rate of 0.56 compared to 0.28 of the standard case. In Table 3.6.2 we
have a similar experiment when the autoregressive parameter of the
short memory component has increased to  = 0:5. As expected, for
the case of the normalised sample mean we see that when the true de-
gree of long memory is equal to d = 0:25 KN methodology performs
adequately. However as d increases to d = 0:45 the majority of KN
bootstraps seems to underperform in all sample sizes. On the other
hand, the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap performs with accuracy in
all sample sizes for all parameter settings. Comparing the standard
sieve to the di¤erenced sieve we again see that the fractional di¤erenc-
ing technology improves its performance. However, given the results we
have from the other methods the sieve methodology should not be pre-
ferred. In Table 3.6.3  parameter has been increased to  = 0:8. We
can nd particular bootstraps using KN methodology that perform well
in all sample sizes for d = f0:25; 0:45g : The majority of blocks using
the fractional di¤erencing methodology seems to be worsen, however
specic examples like MBBdb4 and SBB
d
b4
provide evidence that these
bootstraps could be used even in very persistent cases like  = 0:8 and
d = 0:95 for even small sample sizes (T = 200).
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Using bd
In the analysis above we have assumed that d is known and hence we
have evaluated the performance of all bootstraps without dealing with
the problem of the estimation of d. In what follows we use an estimate of
d obtained by the methods introduced at the beginning of the chapter.
In all cases we are using a sample size of T = 500 observations. For
the case of LW we are only using d = f0:25; 0:45g since the estimator
is not valid in non-stationary regions.
In Table 3.6.4  = 0 we see in the rst four columns that KN
methodology and the fractional di¤erencing methodology perform sim-
ilarly on average when using the LW estimator for both values of
d = f0:25; 0:45g. They are both better compared to the standard
sieve and the fractionally di¤erenced sieve has improved the estimation
of the distribution of the normalised sample mean. When we use the
ELW estimator we see that on average the fractional di¤erencing boot-
strap should be preferred. As before, when d > 0:5 KN methodology
is providing a much higher rate of 0.98 (on average) whereas the frac-
tional di¤erencing bootstraps perform accurately as before. However
both methods provide equally poor results for d = 0:25 which has to
do with the estimation. The last eight columns of Table 3.6.4 show the
coverage rates using the FELW estimator. This is an example where
the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap is superior to KN and the stan-
dard sieve for all parameter settings. The fractional di¤erencing sieve
is improved compared to the standard method, however it is does not
perform as the fractional di¤erencing blocks. Table 3.6.4 corresponds
to Table 3.6.1 and a cross comparison shows that using an estimate of
d does not a¤ect the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap.
The next experiment is a similar ARFIMA model when the au-
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toregressive parameter of the underlying short memory process has in-
creased to  = 0:5. Using LW we can nd again particular cases where
both KN and the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap perform equally well.
For example, in Table 3.6.5 when d = 0:25 then KN SBB bd
bKN1
provides
a coverage rate of 0.87 with a coverage length of 1.82 and for the frac-
tional di¤erencing bootstrap we have CBB bdb4 with a coverage rate of
0.86 and coverage length of 1.44. When we deal with more persistent
series where d = 0:45 we can also nd bootstraps that perform re-
markably well using both methodologies. For example MBB bd
bKN2
and
MBB
bd
b4
provide a coverage rate of 0.90. When we use other estimators
like ELW and FELW we again see that both methods are performing
accurately under mild conditions, e.g. d = 0:25, but the fractional dif-
ferencing methodology is again more e¢ cient in non-stationary cases.
Comparing the standard sieve to the fractional di¤erencing sieve, we
reach the same conclusion as before. The latter provides an improved
approximation to the distribution of the normalised sample mean as it
gives coverage rates that are closer to the critical value of 0.90:
Table 3.6.6 is similar to Table 3.6.3 and it is of utmost interest
given that the autoregressive parameter of the underlying short memory
process has increased to  = 0:8. One expects that the AR parameter
will a¤ect the estimation of d and hence the bootstraps will not provide
as accurate estimates of the distributions of the statistic as before. This
is partially true for the KN bootstrap methodology. In the top panel of
Table 3.6.6 we see that for LW when d = 0:45 only CBB bd
bKN3
provides a
coverage rate of 0.92. However, MBB bdb2 , CBB bdb2 and SBB bdb1 are associ-
ated with 0.89, 0.90 and 0.91 coverage rates respectively. Furthermore,
the coverage lengths are lower. This can be seen in all experiments and
for using all di¤erent estimators for d. The fractional di¤erencing sieve
is again better compared to the standard sieve, however it can compete
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with the fractional di¤erencing block bootstraps.
3.4.2 Semi Parametric Estimators of the LongMem-
ory Parameter
In Tables 3.6.7 - 3.6.9 we are interested in estimating the distribution of
the normalised semi parametric estimator of d. Since KN is not valid in
the approximation of the distribution of this statistic we have excluded
it from our experiments.
In Table 3.6.7 we have the simplest ARFIMA model with  = 0.
What can be easily seen is that the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap us-
ing any block method provides accurate results for d = f0:25, 0:45, 0:75g :
However, for d = 0:95 we see that the best case is using MBB bdb1 when
d is estimated by the FELW estimator where the corresponding cover-
age rate is 0.79: This is slightly better compared to the standard sieve
whose coverage rate is 0.76. Furthermore, is is important to notice that
the fractional di¤erencing sieve does not always improve the standard
one. This happens as d increases.
Table 3.6.8 shows the results for  = 0:5. As before, the fractional
di¤erencing bootstrap using blocks is accurate for d = f0:25, 0:45, 0:75g
using any estimation method. The proposed methodology also improves
the standard sieve. However, for d = 0:95 we see that the standard sieve
provides a coverage rate of 0:80 compared to 0:78 using FELW:
Similar ndings can be found Table 3.6.9: However, as  increased
to  = 0:8 we see that the performance of all bootstrap methodologies
is a¤ected. For the case of d = 0:75 and using FELW to estimate d, we
see that MBB bdb1 and CBB bdb1 provide coverage rates of 0.83 compared
to the standard sieves rate which is equal to 0.84. As d increases then
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the above coverage rates change correspondingly to 0.63 and 0.77. This
is mainly due to the fact that a bad estimation of d in high persistent
cases a¤ects the fractional di¤erencing bootstrap. However, since sieve
is applied directly to the original data su¤ers less from this persistence
problem and hence provides slightly better results in these extreme
situations.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced the concept of the fractional di¤erencing
bootstrap methodology. The idea of this bootstrap is simple and easy to
use. At the rst step we estimate the long memory parameter using any
consistent method. Then we use this estimate to apply the fractional
di¤erencing operator and we result in the underlying short memory
component. Any bootstrap which is consistent for weak dependent
processes is applied and a bootstrap resample of the short memory
component is obtained. Then, we apply the inverse of the fractional
di¤erencing operator using the initial estimate for the long memory
parameter and we form the long memory bootstrap counterpart.
The motivation behind this procedure is that in usual cases when
the long memory parameter is estimated with accuracy, we obtain bet-
ter bootstrap approximations to the distribution of the statistic under
consideration compared to other bootstrap methodologies. This is il-
lustrated by a series of experiment in ARFIMA models.
In particular, when the statistic of interest is the normalised sam-
ple mean we nd that the proposed fractional di¤erencing bootstrap
methodology using various blocks is superior to the standard autore-
gressive sieve bootstrap. Furthermore, it can be used in non-stationary
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cases where other methodologies, e.g. Kim and Nordman (2011) fail.
For d = f0:25, 0:45, 0:75g a variety of experiments illustrates the ac-
curacy of the proposed method when the statistic of interest is a nor-
malised semi parametric estimator of d. Overall, the full set of exper-
iments provide evidence about the robustness of the fractional di¤er-
encing methodology.
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3.6 Appendix C: Tables
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Chapter 4
Variable Selection for Large
Unbalanced Datasets
4.1 Introduction
Selecting proper forecasting methods for macroeconomic variables has
been a major debate issue among researchers, academics, economic an-
alysts and others. During the last decade attention has focused on
the development of models to cope with a large and possibly unbal-
anced set of predictors. Sequential testing in this context has been
analyzed by Krozlig and Hendry (2001), and is associated to what is
often described as "general-to-specic" approach. Starting from a gen-
eral statistical model that captures the dynamics of the data, the model
is reduced by sequentially testing reducing its complexity while retain-
ing its accuracy. In this Chapter we use this method, along with other
di¤erent procedures, extending the recent work by Kapetanios (2007)
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who uses non-standard approaches for the optimization of information
criteria in the presence of a huge set of alternative models, each with a
di¤erent set of explanatory variables.
At rst, using the alternative non-standard optimisation techniques
(as described later) we choose the combination (subset) of all regressors
that returns the minimum of the preferred information criterion. Then,
we perform a forecast exercise using the projection method introduced
by Stock and Watson (1998) and we present the root mean square
forecast error (RMSFE) for the resulting alternative forecasts, relative
to a benchmark AR model. This benchmark typically produces good
and robust forecasts for several macroeconomic variables, and indeed
it performs quite well also in our application.
The non-standard approaches used here are the Simulated Anneal-
ing (SA), the Genetic Algorithm (GA), the Sequential Testing (ST )
in the sense of Hoover and Perez (1999) and the MC3 algorithm. A
detailed description of each algorithm is given in the following section.
Recently, Buchen and Wolhrabe (2011) evaluated the boosting method
on the Stock and Watson (2006) dataset proving that alternatives of
this kind need further exploration.
Attention has been recently drawn to other methods under the hy-
pothesis that many variables might be driven by a reduced number of
common factors or shared trends. These can be typically extracted
from the data set using principal components or dynamic factor mod-
els. Such methods are also used in this study and they are: the Princi-
pal Components (PC), Partial Least Squares (PLS) and the Bayesian
Shrinkage Regression (BR).
We are mainly interested in European data, and in particular in
examining whether an approach that involves a large dataset of pre-
dictors in the spirit of Stock and Watson (2002a) could be successfully
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applied. Our suggestion of using the heuristic approaches is based on
the notion that variables that best predict the regressand change over
time. Using these techniques, however, we are able to capture and
choose those variables that best explain the dependent variable at each
point in time. Our predictors dataset consists of 195 monthly variables
extracted from the Eurostat PEEIs Dataset (their labels can be found
in the appendix). We try forecasting (a) the growth of seasonally ad-
justed quarterly GDP in the Euro Area 16 (EA-16, xed composition),
(b) the growth of seasonally adjusted quarterly consumption growth
rate in the Euro Area 17 (EA-17, xed composition), (c) the EA-16
industrial production growth to previous period and (d) the monthly
growth of Harmonized CPI in EA-16. Our results point out that the
use of these techniques has a superior predictive power compared to the
benchmark for forecasting the growth of the monthly harmonized CPI
and industrial production, and the quarterly consumption and GDP.
Our results indicate that the SA, GA and PLS with three factors can
be used in specic cases. The rest of the Chapter is organized as fol-
lows. Section 4.2 presents the algorithms description and the settings
we have used in our experiments. Section 4.3 contains the description
of the forecasting evaluation, a brief description of the data, and a dis-
cussion of how to handle data unbalancedness. Section 4.4 discusses
the forecast results. Section 4.5 summarizes our main ndings and
conclusions.
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4.2 Model and Algorithms
4.2.1 Variable Selection Methods
We consider the following regression model,
yt =  + 
00x0t + t; t = 1; : : : ; T; (4.2.1)
where x0t is a k-dimensional vector of stationary predetermined vari-
ables. The superscript 0 denotes the true regression model. Let the set
of all available variables at time t be represented by the N -dimensional
vector xt = (x1;t; : : : xN;t)0, where it is currently assumed that the set
of variables in x0t is also contained in xt. The aim of the analysis is to
determine x0t . Formally, let I = (I1; : : : ;IN)0 denote a vector of zeros
and ones (which we will refer to as string). Let I0 be the string for
which I0i = 1, if xi;t is an element of x0t and zero otherwise. We wish
to estimate I0. Note that in small samples I0 may not represent the
best tting model for the data at hand.
To do this we consider the use of information criteria to select the
variables that go in eq. (4.2.1). The generic form of such criteria is
usually,
IC(I) =  2L(I) + CT (I); (4.2.2)
where L(I) is the log-likelihood of the model associated with string I
and CT (I) is the penalty term associated with the string I. The three
most usual penalty terms are 2 ~m(I), ln(T ) ~m(I) and 2ln(ln(T )) ~m(I)
associated with the Akaike (AIC), Bayesian (Schwarz (1978)) (BIC) and
Hannan-Quinn (Hannan and Quinn (1979)) (HQ) information criteria.
~m(I) is the number of free parameters associated with the modelling of
the dataset associated with I. Note that, in this case, ~m(I) = I 0I. It
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is straightforward under relatively weak conditions on xj;t and j;t, and
using the results of say, Sin and White (1996), to show that the string
which minimises IC(:) will converge to I0 with probability approach-
ing one as T !1 as long as (i) CT (I)!1 and (ii) CT (I)=T ! 0.
More specically, the assumptions needed for the results of Sin and
White (1996) to hold are mild and can be summarised as follows, assum-
ing estimation of the models is undertaken in the context of Gaussian
or pseudo maximum likelihood (which in the simplest case, of spheri-
cal errors, is equivalent to OLS): (i) Assumption A of Sin and White
(1996) requires measurability, continuity and twice di¤erentiability of
the log-likelihood function and a standard identiability assumption;
(ii) A uniform weak law of large numbers for the log-likelihood of each
observation and its second derivative; (iii) A central limit theorem for
the rst derivative of the log-likelihood of each observation. (ii) and
(iii) above can be obtained by assuming, e.g., that xj;t are weakly de-
pendent, say, near epoch dependent, processes and j;t are martingale
di¤erence processes. Hence, it is clear that consistency of model selec-
tion as long as the penalty related conditions hold is straightforwardly
obtained. Note that unlike BIC and HQwhich consistently estimate the
true model in the sense of Sin and White (1996), AIC is inconsistent, in
this sense, since CT remains bounded, as T !1, contravening the rst
penalty related condition given in the preceding paragraph. Further,
note that in most work dealing with variable selection and information
criteria, stationarity of x0t is usually assumed, as is in the preceding
analysis, although the analysis may be extended to non-stationary vari-
ables.
The problem is of course how to minimise the information crite-
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rion. For small dimensional xt, evaluating the information criterion for
all strings may be feasible, as, e.g., in lag order selection. In the case of
lag selection the problem is made easier by the fact that there exists a
natural ordering of the variables, although in many cases such an order-
ing may not be the optimal basis for a search algorithm. In the general
variable selection case, as soon as N exceeds say 50 or 60 units, this
strategy is bound to fail. Since I is a binary sequence there exist 2N
strings to be evaluated. For example, when N = 50 and optimistically
assuming that 100000 strings can be evaluated per second, we still need
about 357 years for an evaluation of all strings. Clearly this is infeasible.
Although this is a minimisation problem, standard minimisation al-
gorithms do not apply due to the discreteness of the domain over which
the objective function (information criterion) needs to be optimised. To
overcome this di¢ culty we use the following heuristic optimisation ap-
proaches that include: the simulated annealing, the genetic algorithm,
the MC3 and the sequential testing.
4.2.2 Non-Standard Optimisations: Description
Since in our case N is very large, N=195, we should compute and com-
pare 2195 IC according to eq. (4.2.2). This is clearly not feasible and
the alternative approaches analysed below could help the researcher to
reduce the computational burden.
Simulated Annealing (SA)
This algorithm provides a local search for the minimum (or maximum)
of a function, in our case is eq. (4.2.2). The concept is originally
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based on the manner in which liquids freeze or metals recrystallise in
the process of annealing. In an annealing process a melt, initially at
high temperature and disordered, is slowly cooled so that the system at
any time is approximately in thermodynamic equilibrium. As cooling
proceeds, the system becomes more ordered and approaches a frozen
ground state. The analogy to an optimisation problem is as follows:
the current state of the thermodynamic system is analogous to the cur-
rent solution to the optimisation problem, the energy equation for the
thermodynamic system is analogous to the objective function, and the
ground state is analogous to the global optimum. An early application
of simulated annealing in econometrics is the work of Go¤e et al. (1994)
who suggested that simulated annealing could be used to optimise the
objective function of various econometric estimators.
Below, we give a description of the algorithm together with the nec-
essary arguments that illustrate its validity in our context. We describe
the operation of the algorithm when the domain of the function (infor-
mation criterion) is the set of binary strings i.e. {I = (I1; : : : ; IN)0j
Ii 2 f0; 1g}.
Each step of the algorithm works as follows starting from an initial
string I0.
1. Using I i choose a neighboring string at random, denoted Ii+1.
We discuss the denition of a neighborhood below.
2. If IC(I i) > IC(Ii+1), set I i+1 = Ii+1. Else, set I i+1 = Ii+1
with probability e(IC(I

i ) IC(Ii+1))=Ti or set I i+1 = I i with proba-
bility 1  e(IC(Ii ) IC(Ii+1))=Ti.
Heuristically, the term Ti gets smaller making it more di¢ cult, as
the algorithm proceeds, to choose a point that does not decrease IC(:).
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The issue of the neighborhood is extremely relevant. What is the neigh-
borhood? Intuitively, the neighborhood could be the set of strings that
di¤er from the current string by one element of the string. But this may
be too restrictive. We can allow the algorithm to choose at random,
up to some maximum integer (say h), the number of string elements at
which the string at steps i and i+ 1 will di¤er. So the neighborhood is
all strings with up to h di¤erent bits from the current string. Another
issue is when to stop the algorithm. There are a number of alterna-
tives in the literature. We have chosen to stop the algorithm if it has
not visited a string with lower IC(:) than the current minimum for a
prespecied number of steps (B) (Steps which stay at the same string
do not count) or if the number of overall steps exceeds some other pre-
specied number (Bs). All strings visited by the algorithm are stored
and the best is chosen at the end rather than the nal one.
The simulated annealing algorithm has been proven by Hajek (1998)
to converge asymptotically, i.e. as i!1, to the maximum of the func-
tion as long as Ti = T0=ln(i+1) for some T0 for su¢ ciently large T0. In
particular, for almost sure convergence to the minimum it is required
that T0 > d. d denotes the maximum depth of all local minima of
the function IC(:). Heuristically, the depth of a local minimum, I1, is
dened as the smallest number E > 0 such that the function exceeds
IC(I1)+E during its trajectory from1 this minimum to any other local
minimum, I2, for which IC(I1) > IC(I2).
This condition needs to be made specic for the problem at hand.
1 A trajectory from I1 to I2 is a set of strings, I11;I12; : : : ;I1p, such that (i)
I11 2 N(I1), (ii) I1p 2 N(I2) and (iii) I1i+1 2 N(I1i) for all i = 1; : : : ; p, where
N(I) denotes the set of strings that make up the neighborhood of I.
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We thus need to discuss possible strategies for determining d for model
searches using information criteria. It is reasonable to assume that the
space of models searched via information criteria only includes models
with a prespecied maximum number of variables, otherwise problems
caused by the lack of degrees of freedom will arise. Then, a possible
upper limit for d is 2L(IB)   2L(IA) where L(IA) is the likelihood
associated with a regression containing just a constant term and L(IB)
is the likelihood associated with a regression containing the maximum
allowable number of variables. Of course, there are many possible sets
of variables that contain the maximum allowable number of variables.
For this reason we remove the penalty terms and focus on likelihoods.
This makes it more likely that  2L(IB), for some random IB that
species use of the maximum allowable number of variables, is a lower
bound for the optimum value taken by the information criterion.
Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The motivating idea of genetic algorithms is to start with a popula-
tion of binary strings which then evolve and recombine to produce new
populations with bettercharacteristics, i.e. lower values for the infor-
mation criterion. We start with an initial population represented by a
N m matrix made up of 0s and 1s. Columns represent strings. m
is the chosen size of the population. The theory of genetic algorithms
suggests that the composition of the initial population does not mat-
ter. Hence, this is generated randomly. Denote this population matrix
by P0. The genetic algorithm involves dening a transition from Pi to
Pi+1. Following Kapetanios (2007), the algorithm could be described
in the following steps:
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1. For Pi create a m 1 tnessvector, pi, by calculating for each
column of Pi its tness. The choice of the tnessfunction is
completely open and depends on the problem. For our purposes
it is the opposite of the information criterion. Normalise pi, such
that its elements lie in (0; 1) and add up to 1. Denote this vector
by pi . Treat p

i as a vector of probabilities and resample m times
out of Pi with replacement, using the vector pi as the proba-
bilities with which each string will be sampled. So tstrings
are more likely to be chosen. Denote the resampled population
matrix by P1i+1.
2. Perform cross over on P1i+1. For cross over we do the following:
Arrange all strings in P1i+1, in pairs (assume that m is even)
where the pairings are randomly drawn. Denote a generic pair
by (a1 ; a

2 ; : : : ; a

N), (a

1 ; a

2 ; : : : ; a

N). Choose a random integer
between 2 and N   1. Denote this by j. Replace the pair by the
following pair: (a1 ; a

2 ; : : : ; a

j ; a

j+1; : : : ; a

N), (a

1 ; a

2 ; : : : ; a

j ;
aj+1; : : : ; a

N). Perform cross over on each pair with probability
pc. Denote the new population by P2i+1. Usually pc is set to some
number around 0.5-0.6.
3. Perform mutation on P2i+1. This amounts to ipping the bits (0
or 1) of P2i+1 with probability pm. pm is usually set to a small
number, say 0.01. After mutation the resulting population is
Pi+1.
These steps are repeated a prespecied number of times (Bg). Each
set of steps is referred to as generation in the genetic literature. If a
string is to be chosen this is the one with maximum tness. For every
generation we store the identity of the string with maximum tness.
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Further this string is allowed to remain intact for that generation. So it
gets chosen with probability one in step 1 of the algorithm and does not
undergo neither cross-over nor mutation. At the end of the algorithm
the string with the lowest information criterion value over all members
of the populations and all generations is chosen. One can think of the
transition from one string of maximum tness to another as a Markov
Chain. So this is a Markov Chain algorithm. In fact, the Markov chain
dened over all possible strings is time invariant but not irreducible as
at least the m   1 least t strings will never be picked. To see this
note that in any population there will be a string with more tness
than that of the m   1 worst strings. There has been considerable
work on the theoretical properties of genetic algorithms. Hartl and
Belew (1990) have shown that with probability approaching one, the
population at the n-th generation will contain the global maximum as
n ! 1. Perhaps the most relevant result from that work is Theorem
4.1 of Hartl and Belew (1990). This theorem states that as long as (i)
the sequence of the maximum tnesses in the population across genera-
tions is monotonically increasing, and (ii) any point in the model space
is reachable from any other point by means of mutation and cross-over
in a nite number of steps then the global maximum will be attained as
n!1. Both these conditions hold for the algorithm described above.
The rst condition holds by the requirement that the string with the
maximum tness is always kept intact in the population. The second
condition holds since any string of nite length can be obtained from
another by cross-over and mutation with non-zero probability in a nite
number of steps. For more details on the theory of genetic algorithms
see also Morinaka et al. (2001).
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MC3
This algorithm is similar to simulated annealing for the construction of
its steps. This similarity is, in fact, the main reason why we consider
Bayesian methods here. The MC3 algorithm denes a search path in
the model space just like the simulated annealing algorithm we con-
sidered in the previous section. As a result we refer to the setup of
the previous section to minimise duplication for the exposition. The
di¤erence between SA andMC3 is the criterion used to move from one
string to the other at step i. Here, the Bayes factor for string (model)
i + 1 versus string (model) i is used. This is denoted by Bi+1;i. The
chain moves to the i+ 1 string with probability min(1; Bi+1;i). This is
again a Metropolis-Hastings type algorithm. The Bayes factor we use
following Fernandez et al. (2001) is given by,
Bi+1;i =

g0i+1
g0i+1 + 1
ki+1=2g0i + 1
g0i
ki=2
(4.2.3) 
1
g0i+1
RSSi +
g0i
g0i+1
TSS
1
g0i+1+1
RSSi+1 +
g0i+1
g0i+1+1
TSS
!(T 1)=2
;
where RSSi is the sum of squared residuals of the i-th model, TSS is
the sum of the squared deviations from the mean for the dependent
variable, ki is the number of variables in model i and g0i is a model
specic constant relating to the prior relative precision. The results of
Fernandez et al. (2001) suggest that for consistent model selection g0i
should be set to 1=T . This is associated with prior a in the termi-
nology of subsection 4.2 of Fernandez et al. (2001). More details may
be found in Fernandez et al. (2001). Our chosen model is the model
that minimises the information criterion among all models visited by
theMC3 algorithm. Given the results of Appendix A.3 of Fernandez et
al. (2001) concerning the asymptotic equivalence between consistent in-
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formation criteria and the Bayes factor in (4.2.3) we nd our approach
justied.
Sequential Testing (ST )
A general regression specication is considered and tested for misspec-
ication using a battery of specication tests such as tests for residual
autocorrelation and ARCH and tests for structural breaks. Then, a se-
quential testing procedure is used to remove insignicant regressors
from this specication making sure that the resulting specications
are acceptable using misspecication tests. This algorithm provides
a tractable formalisation of the general-to-specic methodology advo-
cated by David Hendry and his coauthors and discussed in some detail
in a number of paper such as, e.g., Hendry (1995) and Hendry (1997)
(see also Bruggermann et al. (2003) for an application of this method-
ology to model reduction in VAR processes).
A detailed description of the algorithm we use is given in steps A-H
of Hoover and Perez (1999). The only modications to this algorithm
are as follows: (i) All possible search paths, rather than only 10, are
considered. (ii) In step B(d) we use CUSUM2 instead of Chow as a
stability test. (iii) No out-of-sample evaluation is undertaken, since this
would change the information set for the other algorithms. We try two
versions of this algorithm for two di¤erent signicance levels for all the
tests involved (5% and 1%) using AIC.
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4.2.3 Variable Reduction Methods
Principal Components (PC)
The most widely used class of data-rich forecasting methods are factor
methods. Factor methods have been at the forefront of developments
in forecasting with large data sets and in fact started this literature
with the inuential work of Stock and Watson (2002a). The dening
characteristic of most factor methods is that relatively few summaries
of the large data sets are used in forecasting equations which thereby
becomes a standard forecasting equation as they only involve a few vari-
ables. The assumption is that the co-movements across the indicator
variables xt, where xt = (x1;t   xN;t)0 is a vector of dimensionN1, can
be captured by a r 1 vector of unobserved factors Ft = (F1;t   Fr;t)0,
i.e.,
~xt = 
0Ft + et; (4.2.4)
where ~xt may be equal to xt or may involve other variables such as, e.g.,
lags and leads of xt and  is a rN matrix of parameters describing how
the individual indicator variables relate to each of the r factors, which
we denote with the terms loadings. In eq. (4.2.4) et represents a zero-
mean I(0) vector of errors that represent for each indicator variable the
fraction of dynamics unexplained by Ft, the idiosyncratic components.
The number of factors is assumed to be small, meaning r < min(N; T ).
So, implicitly, in eq. (4.2.1) 0 = ~0~xt, where Ft = ~xt, which means
that a small, r, number of linear combinations of ~xt represent the factors
and act as the predictors for yt which denotes the target variable. The
main di¤erence between di¤erent factor methods relate to how  is
estimated.
The use of principal components (PC) for the estimation of factor
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models is, by far, the most popular factor extraction method. It has
been popularised by Stock and Watson (2002a) and Stock and Wat-
son (2002b), in the context of large data sets, although the idea had
been well established in the traditional multivariate statistical litera-
ture. The method of principal components is simple. Estimates of 
and the factors Ft are obtained by solving,
V (r) = min
;F
1
NT
NX
i=1
TX
t=1
(~xi;t   0iFt)2; (4.2.5)
where i is a r  1 vector of loadings that represent the N columns of
 = (1   N). One, non-unique, solution of eq. (4.2.5) can be found
by taking the eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues of
the second moment matrix X 0X, which then are assumed to represent
the rows in , and the resulting estimate of  provides the forecaster
with an estimate of the r factors F^t = ^~xt. To identify the factors
up to a rotation, the data are usually normalized to have zero mean
and unit variance prior to the application of principal components; see
Stock and Watson (2002a) and Bai (2003).
PC estimation of the factor structure is essentially a static exercise
as no lags or leads of xt are considered. One alternative is dynamic
principal components, which, as a method of factor extraction, has
been suggested in a series of papers by Forni, Hallin, Lippi and Reichlin
(see, e.g., Forni et al. (2000) among others) is designed to address this
issue. Dynamic principal components are extracted in similar fashion
to static principal components but , instead of the second moment
matrix, the spectral density matrices of the data at various frequencies
are used. These are then used to construct estimates of the common
component of the data set which is a function of the unobserved factors.
This method uses leads of the data and as a result its application to
forecasting has been slow for obvious reasons. Recent work by the
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developers of the method has addressed this issue (see, e.g., Forni et al.
(2005)). However, evidence suggests that static PC are a more e¤ective
and robust technique for forecasting and we will therefore, focus on this
in our evaluation.
Partial Least Squares (PLS)
Partial least squares (PLS) is a relatively new method for estimating
regression equations, introduced in order to facilitate the estimation
of multiple regressions when there is a large, but nite, amount of
regressors.2 The basic idea is similar to principal component analysis
in that factors or components, which are linear combinations of the
original regression variables, are used, instead of the original variables,
as regressors. A major di¤erence between PC and PLS is that, whereas
in PC regressions the factors are constructed taking into account only
the values of the xt variables, in PLS, the relationship between yt and
xt is considered as well in constructing the factors. PLS regression does
not seem to have been explicitly considered for data sets with a very
large number of series, i.e., when N is assumed in the limit to converge
to innity.
There are a variety of denitions for PLS and accompanying spe-
cic PLS algorithms that inevitably have much in common. A concep-
tually powerful way of dening PLS is to note that the PLS factors are
those linear combinations of xt, denoted by xt, that give maximum
covariance between yt and xt while being orthogonal to each other.
Of course, in analogy to PC factors, an identication assumption is
needed, to construct PLS factors, in the usual form of a normalization.
2 Herman Wold and co-workers introduced PLS regression between 1975 and
1982, see, e.g., Wold (1982). Since then it has received much attention in a variety
of disciplines, especially in chemometrics, outside of economics.
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A simple algorithm to construct k PLS factors is discussed among
others, in detail, in Helland (1990). Assuming for simplicity that yt has
been demeaned and xt have been normalized to have zero mean and
unit variance, a simplied version of the algorithm is given below
1. Set ut = yt and vi;t = xi;t, i = 1; :::N . Set j = 1.
2. Determine the N  1 vector of indicator variable weights or load-
ings wj = (w1j   wNj)0 by computing individual covariances:
wij = Cov(ut; vit), i = 1; :::; N . Construct the j-th PLS fac-
tor by taking the linear combination given by w0jvt and denote
this factor by fj;t.
3. Regress ut and vi;t, i = 1; :::; N on fj;t. Denote the residuals of
these regressions by ~ut and ~vi;t respectively.
4. If j = k stop, else set ut = ~ut, vi;t = ~vi;t i = 1; ::; N and j = j + 1
and go to step 2.
This algorithm makes clear that PLS is computationally tractable
for very large data sets. Once PLS factors are constructed yt can be
modeled or forecasted by regressing yt on fj;t j = 1; :::; k. Helland
(1988) and Helland (1990) provide a general description of the partial
least squares (PLS) regression problem. Helland (1988) shows that the
estimates of the coe¢ cients  in the regression of yt on xt, as in eq.
(4.2.1), obtained implicitly via PLS Algorithm and a regression of yt
on fj;t j = 1; :::; k, are mathematically equivalent to,
^PLS = Vk(V
0
kX
0XVk) 1V 0kX
0y; (4.2.6)
with Vk1 = (X
0y X 0XX 0y    (X 0X)k 1X 0y),X = (x1   xT )0 and
y = (y1    yT )0. Thus, (4.2.6) suggests that the PLS factors that result
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from the PLS Algorithm span the Krylov subspace generated by X 0X
and X 0y, resulting in valid approximations of the covariance between
yt and xt.
Bayesian Shrinkage Regression (BR)
Bayesian regression is a standard tool for providing inference for  in eq.
(4.2.1) and there exists a large variety of approaches for implementing
Bayesian regression. We will provide a brief exposition of this method.
A starting point is the specication of a prior distribution for . Once
this is in place standard Bayesian analysis proceeds by incorporating the
likelihood from the observed data to obtain a posterior distribution for
 which can then be used for a variety of inferential purposes, including,
of course, forecasting.
A popular and simple implementation of Bayesian regression results
in a shrinkage estimator for  in eq. (4.2.1) given by,
^BRR = (X
0X + vI) 1X 0y; (4.2.7)
where X = (x1; :::; xT )0, y = (y1; ::; yT )0 and v is a shrinkage scalar pa-
rameter. The shrinkage estimator (4.2.7) shrinks the OLS estimator,
given by (X 0X) 1X 0y towards zero, thus enabling a reduction in the
variance of the resulting estimator. This is a major feature of Bayesian
regression that makes it useful in forecasting when large data sets are
available. This particular implementation of Bayesian regression im-
plies that elements of  are small but di¤erent from zero ensuring that
all variables in xt are used for forecasting. In this sense, Bayesian re-
gression can be linked to other data-rich approaches. When a certain
factor structure is assumed in the data, Bayesian regression through eq.
(4.2.7) will forecast yt by projecting it on a weighted sum of all N prin-
cipal components of X, with decaying weights, instead of projecting it
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on a limited number of r principal components with equal weights as
in PC regression; see Del Mol et al. (2006).
4.2.4 Parameters Setup and Normalisation
For the simulated annealing and genetic algorithms we use the same
(default) values as in Kapetanios (2007), i.e. in the simulated annealing
h = 1, B = 500; Bs = 5000; T0 = 10, in the genetic algorithmm = 200,
Bg = 200, pc = 0:6 and pm = 0:1. We allow the max counter of
convergence iterations to be 10 and 500 times. In PC and PLS we
examine cases with 1 and 3 factors and in BR we use v = 0:5N and
v = 2N as shrinkages.
In all heuristics we have used the data as is, however in PC and
PLS we have normalised the regressors to zero mean and unit variance
series.
4.3 Forecasting Exercise and Data Descrip-
tion
4.3.1 Algorithm and Transformation
Let us assume that we have obtained x0t using one of the methods previ-
ously described. We perform a forecasting exercise using the projection
method as described in Stock and Watson (2002a). This method, also
known as direct approach, is more robust in the presence of possible
model misspecication. The forecasts are given by,
byft+h = bh0x0t ; (4.3.1)
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where bh is obtained by regressing yt on x0t h and h denotes the forecast
horizon. At rst, we set the steps ahead in the forecast, h. Then,
we specify the evaluation period, Eval; and we omit h observations
completely out of the sample. This allows us to end up with a number
of Eval forecasts for any given step h. A summary of the pseudo out-
of-sample forecasting algorithm follows.
1. Use an initial sample of T1 observations (T1 = T   Eval   h),
2. With any method described in this section obtain x00t , t = 1; 2; :::; T1;
3. For j = 1; 2; :::; h steps regress yt on x0
0
t h and obtain bh =b1; :::; bh0 ;
4. Calculate the forecasts of byft+h using x00t and bh, hence byf =byf1 ; :::; byfh0 ;
5. We repeat the whole procedure increasing the initial sample T1
to Tl = Tl 1 + 1 until Tl = T   h.
At the end of this process we will have gathered a number of Eval
forecast values for any step h. The forecast error is then calculated as,
beft+h = yt+h   byft+h; (4.3.2)
and the statistics of interest can be computed. We are particularly
interested in the Root Mean Squared Forecast Error3 dened as:
RMSFEh = E
beft+h2 12 : (4.3.3)
The regressors (predictors) data we have available consists of 195
monthly variables (source: Eurostat, PEEIs, the Eurostat labels can be
3 Further results that lead to similar ndings using the relative Mean Absolute
Deviation are available on request from the authors.
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found in the Table 4.6.6) spanning from Jan. 1996 to Mar. 2009. The
dataset is the same used in Foroni and Marcellino (2011) and it con-
tains a large universe of variables that are potentially useful instruments
in forecasting key macroeconomic variables in the Euro Area such as
these described below. Furthermore, in the spirit of Stock and Watson
(2002a) we have transformed the series for stationarity using rst dif-
ferences or log di¤erences appropriately (although notice in Table 4.6.7,
some of the variables remained unchanged). Hence, the resulting data
used in the forecast exercise contains growth rates from Feb. 1996 to
Mar. 2009 (inclusive).
In particular, our list of dependent variables consists of growth rates
for the:
 Quarterly GDP (EA-16), seasonally adjusted (source: ECB/
Eurostat),
 Quarterly Consumption (EA-17), seasonally adjusted (source:
ECB/Eurostat),
 Monthly Industrial Production (IP) Growth Rate to previous pe-
riod, seasonally adjusted (source: ECB/Eurostat), and the
 Monthly HICP (EA-16) (source: Eurostat).
In the cases of consumption, GDP and HICP we calculate the
growth rate using the log transformation, hence,
gt (yt) = ln

yt
yt 1

; (4.3.4)
whereas in the cases of the industrial production we use the rates as
given. The seasonal adjustments are made by the ECB/Eurostat and
the series are provided transformed. The dates are as in the regressors
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case, Jan. 1996 to Mar. 2009, but due to the necessary transformations
for stationarity we end up using Feb. 1996 to Mar. 2009. Tables in
appendix C provide the labels of all regressors used along with the
relevant transformations.
An obvious problem that arises using quarterly regressands and
monthly regressors is how to cope with the frequency irregularity. To
avoid this problem we are using three di¤erent approaches to translate
the monthly regressors to quarters:
Tr.1. Using the quarters averages, i.e. averaging out the three months
in the same quarter,
Tr.2. Using the last month in each quarter only, and
Tr.3. Dividing each variable in three sets4. Each set contains the rst,
second and third month in all quarters across the period. This
approach is in the spirit of the UMIDAS regressions introduced
in Foroni et al. (2011) and described in the next subsection.
As soon as we have made the above translation we impose the
stationarity transformations as before.
Regarding the quarterly data we always start the forecasting algo-
rithm using the rst 32 observations, i.e. Q1. 1996 to Q4. 2003. This is
necessary to optimisation algorithms, using any initial sample less than
that the procedures couldnt nd a minimum. In the 6   steps ahead
forecast we perform the forecast evaluation 15 times (hence for the 15
subsequent periods). Using the monthly data we start with the rst
85 observations, i.e. Feb. 1996 to Mar. 2003, with 12   steps ahead
forecast and an evaluation period of 60 and we also perform the same
4 We refer to this method as "585 regressors" because we end up with 3N =
3 195 = 585.
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experiment using the rst 109 observations, Feb. 1996 to Mar. 2005,
with 12   steps ahead forecast and an evaluation period of 36. In all
cases we use recursive looping.5
4.3.2 How to handle unbalanced datasets
The e¤ect of missing observations is two-fold. The rst e¤ect relates
to the fact that missing observations at any point in any time series
lead to the need to adapt estimation methods to enable the estimation
of the parameters of the model that will enable the implementation of
forecasting. There are particular ways to handle this for given models.
For example if a factor model is used the assumed factor structure
can be used both for the estimation of the unobserved factors and the
interpolation of missing observations by using the factor estimates. This
can be implemented via an EM algorithm as has been discussed in the
literature. However, as we note, such methods rely by denition on the
structure of the method. It would be good to have a generic method to
handle this. In this instance it is useful to note that most estimation
methods rely on sample moments of the form 1
T
PT
t=1 f (xt) to estimate
parameters. So for example, the i; j-th element of X 0X in eq. (4.2.7),
is given by 1
T
PT
t=1 xjtxit. Therefore, as a generic device for handling
missing observations for the estimation of parameters we suggest using
1
T
PT
t=1;t2Ix f (xt) where Ix denotes the set of time indices, for which an
observation for xt exists. This enables the estimation of moments that
are needed for parameter estimation.
The second e¤ect of missing observations arises when observations
5 Note that one could also produce monthly updates of the quarterly forecasts.
This exercise is considered in Bulligan et. al. (2011), whose results are qualitatively
similar to ours, conrming the relevance of variable selection.
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for xt at the end of the sample, that are needed for forecasting are not
available. In this case we suggest as a generic solution the use of simple
forecasting models to forecast the missing value(s) for xt. The models
we suggest are simple univariate AR models. This approach works well
in a related context in Kuzin et al. (2011).
Mixed sampling frequency can be considered as a special case of
missing observations, where for variables collected at lower frequency
some observations are systematically missing. Foroni and Marcellino
(2011) present a detailed overview of this case, with an application to
the PEEIs dataset. Here we propose to take an original perspective.
Specically, Foroni et al. (2011) propose unrestricted MIDAS as an
econometric approach to handle mixed frequency data when the sam-
pling mismatch is limited (e.g., monthly-quarterly or quarterly-annual),
as it is most often the case in economic applications. Their approach
requires to transform the high frequency variables into a larger set of
low frequency variables. For example, if the goal is modelling quarterly
GDP and monthly IP, the monthly IP series is transformed into three
quarterly series, one containing data for January, April, etc., one for
February, May, etc. and one for March, June etc. This allows to up-
date the regression results each month in a quarter, as soon as a new
value for IP is released. Hence, forecasting can be also based on the
most updated information. The cost of the procedure is that the num-
ber of explanatory variables increases substantially, so that variable
selection is particularly important in this context. However, since the
mixed frequency model basically becomes an extended same frequency
model, all the variable selection techniques described so far can be still
implemented.
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4.3.3 Benchmark: AR(1)
In order to compare the predictive ability of the methods suggested
here, we use as a benchmark an autoregressive model of order 1 de-
scribed as,
yt = yt 1 + "t; t = 1; 2; :::; T . (4.3.5)
The forecasts are computed in the same way as in eq. (4.3.1) so
that they could be easily compared to each other. The forecast errors
and RMSFE are computed as before (eq. (4.3.2) and eq. (4.3.3)).
4.4 Discussion of Results
In all tables we follow the same presentation. Tables 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 are
divided into three panels (top, mid, bottom). The top panel presents
the MSFE for each method relative to the AR(1) benchmark using
the quarter averages transformation (Tr. 1), the mid panel presents
the RMSFE for each method using the last month in each quarter
transformation (Tr. 2) and similarly the bottom panel presents the 585
regressors transformation (Tr. 3). Tables 4.6.3 - 4.6.5 are divided in two
panels. The top panel presents the RMSFE results when the pseudo
out-of-sample evaluation period is three years (36 months) and the
bottom panel when the evaluation period is ve years (60 months). The
average rounded number of variables selected by each method during
the forecasting exercise can be found on the far right column.
For reasons of notational convenience the method minimising a spe-
cic criterion will be denoted by MethodIC , e.g. the simulated anneal-
ing algorithm that uses AIC as objective function is denoted SAAIC
and the sequential testing at 5% level is denoted ST 5AIC . For the PC
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and PLS inside the brackets is displayed the number of factors and for
BR inside the brackets is displayed the shrinkage parameter.
4.4.1 Forecasting GDP Growth Rate
In the top panel of Table 4.6.1 we present the forecast output using
Tr. 1 for translating the monthly regressors to quarters (i.e. using
the quarter averages). In h = 1 step ahead forecast ST 1AIC , GABIC and
MC3HQ provide lower MSFE compared to the benchmark. In particular,
MC3HQ is the best with an RMSFE equal to 0.873. In h = 2, MC
3
AIC ,
MC3HQ, ST
1
AIC and all SA, GA and MC
3 methods using BIC forecast
the GDP growth more accurately. The best is ST 1AIC with an RMSFE
equal to 0.655. In h = 3 steps ahead the same methods excluding
SABIC are still superior with ST 1AIC being the best with RMSFE equal
to 0.691. In h = 4 steps ahead only ST 1AIC , GABIC and MC
3
HQ perform
better compared to the benchmark with ST 1AIC and MC
3
HQ RMSFE
equal to 0.801. In h = 5 steps ahead, MC3AIC , both ST
1
AIC and ST
5
AIC ,
all methods using BIC and MC3HQ dominate the forecasting ability of
the AR(1). The most accurate forecast is provided by ST 1AIC with an
RMSFE equal to 0.618. In h = 6 we have the same group of methods
(as in h = 5) including the SAAIC . The best among all is now MC3BIC
with RMSFE of 0.588.
The mid panel in Table 4.6.1 presents the forecasting exercise when
we use Tr. 2 and we translate the set of monthly regressors to quar-
ters using the last month in each quarter. The method that is always
better compared to the benchmark is ST 1AIC which presents better fore-
casts across all steps ahead. In particular, in h = 1 only the sequential
testings, ST 1AIC and ST
5
AIC , outperform the AR(1). In step 2, both
sequential testings, all heuristic methods using BIC (i.e. SA, GA and
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MC3) and GA and MC3 using HQ are better compared to the bench-
mark, among which the best is ST 1AIC with an RMSFE equal to 0.477.
In step 3, sequentials and GA and MC3 using HQ are still superior to
AR(1). Step 4 is similar to step 1 with the two sequentials providing
0.695 and 0.815 RMSFE respectively. In h = 5 all heuristic methods
apart from SA, GA and MC3 that use AIC dominate. Finally, in step
6, sequential testings MC3BIC , GAHQ and MC
3
HQ are more accurate with
ST 1AIC RMSFE equal to 0.524.
In the bottom panel of Table 4.6.1 the forecast output using Tr. 3
and dividing each regressors in 3 sets is depicted. The resulting number
of quarter regressors is 585. In h = 1 step ahead forecast only MC3AIC
provide less MSFE compared to the benchmark with an RMSFE equal
to 0.948. In h = 2, MC3AIC , ST
1
AIC all heuristic methods using BIC
(i.e. SA, GA and MC3) and SA and MC3 methods using HQ forecast
the GDP growth more accurately. The best is ST 1AIC with an RMSFE
equal to 0.676. In h = 3 steps ahead the same methods excluding
SAHQ are still superior with MC3HQ being the dominant providing an
RMSFE equal to 0.551. In h = 4 steps ahead only MC3 using AIC and
HQ perform better compared to the benchmark with MC3HQ RMSFE
equal to 0.926. In h = 5 steps we have a similar conclusion as in step 3
where the most accurate method is ST 1AIC with RMSFE 0.622 and in
step 6 all heuristic methods apart from ST 5AIC and SAHQ are better.
It is worth noticing here that none of the factor methods, PLS or
BR could outperform the AR(1).
4.4.2 Forecasting Consumption Growth Rate
Table 4.6.2 is read in similar manner as Table 4.6.1, i.e. the top panel
of Table 4.6.2 presents the forecasting exercise for the consumption
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growth rate when we use Tr. 1 and we translate the set of monthly
regressors to quarters using the quarter averages. Here we also have the
factor models to perform better compared to the benchmark but still,
these methods do not dominate the heuristic approaches. The method
that always are better compared to the benchmark are MC3AIC , ST
1
AIC
and ST 5AIC with better forecasts across all steps ahead. In particular,
in h = 1 all the methods are better apart from SAAIC , SAHQ and
BR(0:5N). In step 2, both sequential testings, MC3AIC and GAHQ are
better compared to the benchmark, among of which the best is ST 5AIC
with 0.765 RMSFE. In step 3, the same methods as in step 1 are still
better now excluding SABIC , GAHQ, PC(3) and BR(2N). Step 4 is
similar to step 3 including GAHQ, MC3HQ, PC(3) and BR(2N). Step 5
is similar to step 4 but now PC, PLS and BR are worse compared to
the benchmark. Finally in step 6 we have that MC3AIC , both sequential
testings, GA and MC3 using BIC and HQ are better. The top among
them is MC3AIC with an RMSFE equal to 0.563.
In the mid panel of Table 4.6.2 we present the forecast output
using Tr. 2 (i.e. the translation is done using only the last month in
each quarter). In h = 1 step ahead forecast all heuristic and factor
based methods forecast better than the AR(1) apart from SAAIC and
BR(0:5N). The model with the least RMSFE is ST 1AIC with 0.378
RMSFE. In h = 2 steps ahead only MC3AIC , sequential testings and
SA, GA and MC3 minimising the BIC are more accurate in terms of
forecasting. The best is ST 5AIC with an RMSFE equal to 0.589. In step
3, ST 1AIC , GABIC , MC
3
BIC , PC(1), PLS(1) and PLS(3) are better with
GABIC to provide an RMSFE equal to 0.754. In step 4 all methods
apart from BR(0.5N) are superior to AR(1). ST 1AIC is the most accurate
of all with an RMSFE of 0.339. Step 5 is similar to step 2 with ST 5AIC
to provide an RMSFE of 0.551. Step 6 is similar to step 5 including
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PC(1), PLS(1) and PLS(3). GABIC provides an RMSFE of 0.66.
Finally, in the bottom panel of Table 4.6.2 and using 585 regressors
(i.e. Tr. 3) we see that for steps 1 and 4 all methods excluding SABIC
and BR(0:5N) perform relatively better compared to AR(1). In step 2
only ST 1AIC and GABIC are perform better where ST
1
AIC provides 0.72
RMSFE. In step 3 ST 1AIC , PC(1), PLS(1) and PLS(3) can be compared
to the benchmark. The best is still ST 1AIC with an RMSFE of 0.773.
Step 5 is similar to step 2 including MC3BIC . ST
1
AIC with an RMSFE of
0.708 dominates. Finally in step 6 we see that MC3AIC , ST
1
AIC , ST
5
AIC ,
SAHQ, PC(1), PLS(1) and PLS(3) outperform the benchmark. Overall,
ST 1AIC with RMSFE of 0.709 results to less forecast error compared to
the AR(1).
4.4.3 Forecasting Industrial Production Growth Rate
Table 4.6.3 presents the forecasting output using the growth rate of
the seasonally adjusted industrial production using monthly data. The
forecast here is in h = 12 steps ahead and the evaluation period in
the top panel of Table 4.6.3 is 36. Unfortunately there is no clear cut
ranking here. There are models that do perform better in di¤erent
steps ahead but not across the total horizon. In step 1 we have that
MC3AIC , SA, GA and MC
3 that minimise BIC, GAHQ, PLS(3) and
BR(2N) perform better with GABIC resulting to an RMSFE equal to
0.859. In step 2 only MC3AIC , MC
3
HQ, PLS(1) and PLS(3) forecast
better compared to the benchmark with RMSFE of MC3AIC being equal
to 0.964. In step 3 only PC(1) is slightly better to AR(1) with an
RSMFE equal to 0.996. In step 4 SABIC , GAHQ, PC(1), PC(3) PLS(1)
and PLS(3) are better RMSFE of GAHQ being equal to 0.952. Steps 5
and 6 are similar where the majority of the methods perform better with
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MC3AIC and BR(2N) to outperform the rest in each step respectively. In
step 7 the best method is GABIC and in step 8 is PLS(3). In step 9 the
only method that performs slightly better compared to the benchmark
is PC(1) and in step 10 is GAHQ. In step 11 the best method is GABIC
and in step 12 PC(3).
In the bottom panel of Table 4.6.3 we examine the same as before
but now the evaluation period is 60. The conclusion is similar. In fact,
here it is more obvious that factor models perform better, on average
across all steps, compared to the rest of the methods. Across the steps
we see that the best performers are PC(1), PC(3), PLS(1) and PLS(3).
In steps 1, 5, 6, 7 and 12 some of the heuristic models such as ST 1AIC ,
SABIC , GABIC and MC3BIC provide better forecasts compared to the
benchmark as well.
4.4.4 Forecasting HICP Growth Rate
In table 4.6.4 we forecast ination for the EA-16 using 36 periods (top
panel) for evaluation and we exclude the rst 20 regressors that are
associated to HICP. The results are extremely good across all forecast
horizons (all steps 1-12) MC3AIC , ST
1
AIC , SABIC , GAHQ, MC
3
HQ are
always better compared to the benchmark. PC and PLS are also better
than the AR(1) in steps 1-4 and 7-9.
In the bottom panel of Table 4.6.4 we present the outcome of the
same exercise using 60 periods for evaluation. The general conclusion
is similar: MC3AIC , ST
1
AIC , SABIC , MC
3
BIC , GAHQ and MC
3
HQ provide
less forecast errors compared to the benchmark across the horizon. The
best method in each case is slightly di¤erent here as we have ST 1AIC
being the best in steps 1, 3-5, 7, 10, 11 and SABIC and GAHQ in the
remaining steps.
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The experiment described in Table 4.6.5 is similar to the above but
now we include all regressors (even those that are related to HICP)
using 36 periods for evaluation (results included in the top panel Table
4.6.5). Now, ST 1AIC , SABIC , GABIC , MC
3
BIC , GAHQ and MC
3
HQ are
always better than the benchmark across horizons. In the bottom panel
of Table 4.6.5 for an evaluation period of 60 we see that, apart from
GAHQ that fails to compete with the benchmark in steps 5 and 11, we
reach the same conclusion.
4.5 Conclusions
In this Chapter we approach the issue of forecasting key macroeconomic
variables using indicators from a large unbalanced dataset, selected ac-
cordingly to some not so standard optimisation techniques and also
using data reduction methods such as factor analysis, aimed at reduc-
ing the computational burden. Our work overall indicates that these
methods are worth considering, as some of the results are more than
promising.
The heuristic methods considered include the Simulated Annealing,
the Genetic Algorithm, the Sequential Testing and MC3. In addition
to the above, we take into account di¤erent approaches like principal
components and partial least squares considering possible factors as
well as the bayesian shrinkage regression. We have tried a number of
experiments using di¤erent dependent variables.
About the choice of the information criterion for the objective func-
tion to be minimised, there is no clear rule. It is to the researchers
convenience to use the criterion she thinks could best t her data. Our
results provide only an indication. On average, methods that minimize
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BIC and HQ tend to select the independent variables that contribute
the best to the forecast power of the linear regression model. Clear ex-
amples of this could be found in the ination exercise where the same
methods return worse results using AIC.
For all our datasets, most of the methods perform well. Translating
the monthly regressors to quarter using Tr. 1 (i.e. averages of each
quarter) all the methods provide excellent results on relative RMSFE
compared to the benchmark for all 6-steps ahead apart from SAAIC ,
GAAIC , SAHQ, GAHQ and Boost. Given that SA and GA work well
if the choice of the IC criterion is the BIC, this result veries our
conclusion on AIC described above. Using Tr. 2 we still have that
the aforementioned criteria underperform. On the seasonally adjusted
GDP series we have that MC3BIC , GABIC , ST1% and MC
3
HQ perform
well while the rest fail. This happens using any of the translation
methods for the monthly regressors.
The ination exercise also contributes to the key points discussed
so far where, on average6, MC3BIC , SABIC , GABIC , ST1%, MC
3
AIC ,
MC3HQ, GAHQ always forecast with more accuracy compared to the
benchmark across the total horizon (all 12 steps ahead). The ina-
tion experiments where the rst lag of the dependent variable is also
included in the set of the explanatory variables provide evidence that
this addition does not improve the forecast apart from the case of SAHQ
which forecasts slightly better than before.
The industrial production exercises (both using the annual rate
of change and the growth to previous period) suggest that MC3BIC ,
SABIC , MC3AIC , MC
3
HQ and GAHQ are top performers with all the
6 We often use the expression "on average". This is due to the fact that an
explicit analysis of each experiment shows some cases where the "problematic"
versions provide good results as well.
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other methods failing to compete with the benchmark. An explana-
tion for this pattern could be that the e¤ect of seasonality in the not
seasonally adjusted annual rate is not that persistent.
Overall, we can summarise the main ndings of this paper as fol-
lows:
1. The BIC and HQ (in cases) should be preferred as objective
functions for minimisation compared to AIC,
2. The following methods are more likely to provide better forecasts:
MC3, ST1%, SA, GA, PC and PLS,
3. The bayesian shrinkage regression generally failed to forecast well
the dependent variable apart from some cases across all experi-
ments.
To conclude, the overall results of our research recommend that
these techniques should be used and further explored. Empirical fore-
casting will, at least, benet from the implementation of these tech-
niques, and their application in di¤erent areas is an interesting topic
for future research. After all, the only prerequisite is the construction
of a very large universe of regressors so that the methods could have a
reasonable number of available instruments to choose from.
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4.6 Appendix D: Tables
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GDP Growth (Q) SA
Relative RMSFE to AR(1)
h 1 2 3 4 5 6 V ar:
AR(1) 0.004 0.007 0.007 0.003 0.006 0.006
Quarter Averages (Tr. 1)
SAAIC 3.194 2.406 0.886 3.035 1.708 0.823 10
GAAIC 2.006 1.927 1.965 1.590 1.611 1.467 26
MC3AIC 1.389 0.962 0.808 1.115 0.975 0.762 21
ST 1AIC 0.915 0.655 0.691 0.801 0.618 0.611 12
ST 5AIC 1.245 1.087 0.749 1.218 0.999 0.589 20
SABIC 1.119 0.913 1.015 1.073 0.878 0.703 21
GABIC 0.991 0.733 0.695 0.922 0.733 0.669 10
MC3BIC 1.361 0.801 0.718 1.341 0.725 0.588 16
SAHQ 2.684 1.394 0.874 2.095 1.181 0.885 15
GAHQ 3.181 3.897 2.095 2.278 1.989 1.423 23
MC3HQ 0.873 0.824 0.721 0.801 0.731 0.682 19
PC (1) 1.858 1.173 1.057 1.931 1.222 1.068
PC (3) 1.777 1.141 1.079 1.806 1.200 1.100
PLS (1) 1.618 1.089 1.067 1.583 1.122 1.083
PLS (3) 1.603 1.168 1.191 1.647 1.201 1.243
BR (0:5N) 2.072 1.507 1.432 2.191 1.612 1.538
BR (2N) 1.908 1.308 1.212 2.021 1.383 1.273
Last Month in each Quarter (Tr. 2)
SAAIC 2.953 1.879 2.762 3.177 1.753 2.252 2
GAAIC 2.268 1.792 2.043 1.973 1.240 1.516 21
MC3AIC 1.612 0.734 0.863 1.492 0.689 0.775 19
ST 1AIC 0.707 0.477 0.590 0.695 0.440 0.524 15
ST 5AIC 0.886 0.722 0.928 0.815 0.712 0.805 18
SABIC 1.660 0.763 1.583 1.465 0.574 1.034 13
GABIC 1.151 0.631 2.490 1.050 0.606 1.251 16
MC3BIC 1.228 0.730 1.033 1.167 0.645 0.879 15
SAHQ 1.599 1.193 1.786 1.453 0.867 1.485 17
GAHQ 1.588 0.798 0.814 1.286 0.658 0.696 18
MC3HQ 1.450 0.948 0.713 1.104 0.864 0.713 19
PC (1) 1.858 1.173 1.057 1.931 1.222 1.068
PC (3) 1.777 1.141 1.079 1.806 1.200 1.100
PLS (1) 1.618 1.089 1.067 1.583 1.122 1.083
PLS (3) 1.603 1.168 1.191 1.647 1.201 1.243
BR (0:5N) 2.072 1.507 1.432 2.191 1.612 1.538
BR (2N) 1.908 1.308 1.212 2.021 1.383 1.273
585 Regressors (Tr. 3)
SAAIC 2.785 2.141 1.179 1.969 1.553 0.989 54
GAAIC 2.178 2.637 1.190 1.884 1.456 0.911 25
MC3AIC 0.948 0.855 0.562 0.992 0.739 0.518 22
ST 1AIC 1.416 0.676 0.605 1.230 0.622 0.537 13
ST 5AIC 1.404 1.383 1.207 1.388 1.122 1.065 22
SABIC 1.935 0.887 0.920 1.537 0.706 0.801 25
GABIC 1.400 0.865 0.772 1.440 0.885 0.709 21
MC3BIC 1.340 0.971 0.952 1.269 0.756 0.806 20
SAHQ 2.127 0.927 2.527 1.814 0.941 1.514 60
GAHQ 4.564 2.363 1.125 2.836 1.433 0.922 26
MC3HQ 1.118 0.727 0.551 0.926 0.629 0.511 22
PC (1) 1.858 1.173 1.057 1.931 1.222 1.068
PC (3) 1.777 1.141 1.079 1.806 1.200 1.100
PLS (1) 1.618 1.089 1.067 1.583 1.122 1.083
PLS (3) 1.603 1.168 1.191 1.647 1.201 1.243
BR (0:5N) 2.072 1.507 1.432 2.191 1.612 1.538
BR (2N) 1.908 1.308 1.212 2.021 1.383 1.273
Key: h denotes the forecast steps ahead, V ar: denotes the average number
(rounded) of variables selected, Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic
Algorithm (GA), Metropolis Markov Chain (MC3), Sequential
Testing (ST),Principal Components (PC), Partial Least Squares (PLS),
Baysian (Shrinkage) Regression (BR), AR(1) is the absolute result
Table 4.6.1: Forecasting Quarterly GDP Growth Rate
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Consumption Growth (Q) SA
Relative RMSFE to AR(1)
h 1 2 3 4 5 6 V ar:
AR(1) 0.015 0.011 0.009 0.014 0.009 0.008
Quarter Averages (Tr. 1)
SAAIC 1.966 4.318 3.424 1.500 3.876 2.919 1
GAAIC 0.713 3.105 4.685 0.587 2.960 3.683 30
MC3AIC 0.370 0.842 0.599 0.344 0.849 0.563 20
ST 1AIC 0.353 0.940 0.646 0.288 0.813 0.570 10
ST 5AIC 0.414 0.765 0.793 0.275 0.744 0.738 19
SABIC 0.417 1.208 1.235 0.388 1.028 0.959 18
GABIC 0.335 1.014 0.802 0.320 0.849 0.733 10
MC3BIC 0.394 1.100 0.933 0.367 0.903 0.902 16
SAHQ 1.771 4.466 3.579 1.269 4.032 3.277 19
GAHQ 0.364 0.783 2.116 0.291 0.655 1.291 22
MC3HQ 0.480 1.174 1.437 0.369 0.922 1.171 24
PC (1) 0.738 1.169 0.907 0.707 1.201 0.910
PC (3) 0.878 1.388 1.045 0.871 1.476 1.099
PLS (1) 0.774 1.196 0.963 0.744 1.233 0.965
PLS (3) 0.754 1.246 0.945 0.720 1.300 0.939
BR (0:5N) 1.060 1.807 1.423 1.049 1.973 1.490
BR (2N) 0.892 1.468 1.140 0.887 1.564 1.191
Last Month in each Quarter (Tr. 2)
SAAIC 0.926 2.697 4.246 0.674 1.977 3.127 11
GAAIC 0.650 4.246 2.514 0.535 2.391 1.667 23
MC3AIC 0.678 0.718 1.014 0.556 0.655 0.985 18
ST 1AIC 0.378 0.925 0.830 0.339 0.823 0.746 9
ST 5AIC 0.573 0.589 1.012 0.481 0.551 0.857 19
SABIC 0.617 0.794 1.023 0.530 0.803 0.895 13
GABIC 0.504 0.792 0.754 0.401 0.778 0.660 9
MC3BIC 0.460 0.820 0.760 0.381 0.825 0.747 12
SAHQ 0.836 24.987 3.922 0.697 10.566 2.393 14
GAHQ 0.849 1.398 1.403 0.710 1.368 1.244 21
MC3HQ 0.564 1.092 2.289 0.440 1.027 1.531 17
PC (1) 0.738 1.169 0.907 0.707 1.201 0.910
PC (3) 0.878 1.388 1.045 0.871 1.476 1.099
PLS (1) 0.774 1.196 0.963 0.744 1.233 0.965
PLS (3) 0.754 1.246 0.945 0.720 1.300 0.939
BR (0:5N) 1.060 1.807 1.423 1.049 1.973 1.490
BR (2N) 0.892 1.468 1.140 0.887 1.564 1.191
585 Regressors (Tr. 3)
SAAIC 0.780 3.896 1.787 0.673 2.242 1.681 79
GAAIC 0.702 3.022 2.766 0.561 2.250 2.023 27
MC3AIC 0.697 1.274 1.171 0.588 1.122 0.938 23
ST 1AIC 0.300 0.720 0.773 0.262 0.708 0.709 13
ST 5AIC 0.441 1.019 1.146 0.383 1.002 0.892 22
SABIC 1.152 1.932 1.456 0.861 1.665 1.507 34
GABIC 0.474 0.942 1.408 0.421 0.857 1.098 20
MC3BIC 0.526 1.074 1.288 0.473 0.932 1.143 23
SAHQ 0.473 1.760 1.136 0.390 1.456 0.982 46
GAHQ 0.666 3.233 1.297 0.566 2.563 1.214 26
MC3HQ 0.707 1.677 1.798 0.641 1.462 1.534 23
PC (1) 0.738 1.169 0.907 0.707 1.201 0.910
PC (3) 0.878 1.388 1.045 0.871 1.476 1.099
PLS (1) 0.774 1.196 0.963 0.744 1.233 0.965
PLS (3) 0.754 1.246 0.945 0.720 1.300 0.939
BR (0:5N) 1.060 1.807 1.423 1.049 1.973 1.490
BR (2N) 0.892 1.468 1.140 0.887 1.564 1.191
Key: h denotes the forecast steps ahead, V ar: denotes the average number
(rounded) of variables selected, Simulated Annealing (SA), Genetic
Algorithm (GA), Metropolis Markov Chain (MC3), Sequential
Testing (ST),Principal Components (PC), Partial Least Squares (PLS),
Baysian (Shrinkage) Regression (BR), AR(1) is the absolute result
Table 4.6.2: Forecasting Quarterly Consumption Growth Rate
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Industrial Production (M) SA Growth Rate to Previous Period
Relative RMSFE to AR(1)
h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 V ar:
Evaluation Period is 36 months
AR(1) 0.732 0.901 0.876 0.867 1.070 1.436 0.595 0.689 0.650 0.639 0.749 0.941
SAAIC 1.361 1.328 1.903 1.410 1.638 1.650 1.247 1.487 1.613 1.481 1.679 1.637 55
GAAIC 1.467 1.929 1.415 1.101 1.449 1.028 1.370 1.577 1.576 1.175 1.432 1.247 52
MC3AIC 0.928 0.964 1.276 1.034 0.964 0.988 0.940 1.044 1.288 1.092 1.055 1.058 13
ST 1AIC 1.013 1.079 1.075 1.029 0.975 0.982 1.015 1.128 1.119 1.067 0.990 1.029 7
ST 5AIC 1.135 1.550 25.999 1.862 1.712 1.335 1.110 1.479 7.186 1.811 1.522 1.360 49
SABIC 0.921 1.021 1.187 0.992 0.985 0.991 0.958 1.069 1.176 1.023 1.036 1.006 9
GABIC 0.859 1.060 1.092 1.071 1.031 0.965 0.879 1.089 1.059 1.104 1.113 0.982 10
MC3BIC 0.924 1.088 1.162 1.007 0.978 0.970 0.972 1.106 1.123 1.052 1.017 0.985 7
SAHQ 1.246 1.195 1.372 1.191 0.941 0.979 1.116 1.258 1.327 1.268 1.019 1.019 19
GAHQ 0.938 1.098 1.079 0.952 1.019 0.976 0.932 1.191 1.096 0.989 1.100 1.031 20
MC3HQ 1.004 0.987 1.175 1.061 0.971 0.989 1.057 1.075 1.168 1.095 1.033 0.998 10
PC (1) 1.053 1.052 0.996 0.996 0.994 0.968 1.044 1.071 0.991 0.995 0.986 0.957
PC (3) 1.020 1.002 1.030 0.997 0.985 0.953 1.017 1.011 1.041 0.995 0.997 0.956
PLS (1) 1.038 0.994 1.002 0.994 0.990 0.986 1.033 0.989 1.004 0.998 0.999 0.979
PLS (3) 0.969 0.997 1.011 0.992 0.994 0.976 0.942 0.980 1.011 0.998 1.008 0.969
BR (0:5N) 1.001 1.017 1.071 1.055 0.994 0.950 0.914 1.050 1.132 1.074 1.100 1.050
BR (2N) 0.978 1.022 1.032 1.006 1.014 0.944 0.940 1.047 1.068 1.019 1.057 0.983
Evaluation Period is 60 months
AR(1) 0.703 0.820 0.788 0.789 0.922 1.186 0.560 0.617 0.588 0.590 0.654 0.777
SAAIC 1.923 2.416 4.617 2.443 3.241 2.059 1.616 2.221 2.409 2.350 2.259 1.907 52
GAAIC 1.138 1.560 1.554 1.320 1.845 1.184 1.108 1.584 1.518 1.335 1.764 1.313 46
MC3AIC 1.136 1.166 1.244 1.158 0.961 1.011 1.097 1.169 1.250 1.130 1.045 1.072 13
ST 1AIC 0.992 1.073 1.077 1.030 0.997 0.977 0.977 1.097 1.104 1.025 1.052 0.998 6
ST 5AIC 1.077 1.548 22.493 1.746 1.713 1.344 1.074 1.517 5.277 1.683 1.631 1.388 42
SABIC 0.979 1.053 1.136 1.026 0.969 0.970 0.986 1.124 1.122 1.043 1.035 0.990 8
GABIC 0.945 1.005 1.013 0.988 1.055 0.953 0.917 1.058 1.048 1.029 1.087 0.972 9
MC3BIC 0.992 1.100 1.147 1.023 0.997 0.977 1.001 1.133 1.119 1.029 1.043 0.976 7
SAHQ 0.907 1.301 1.221 1.320 1.067 1.007 0.912 1.273 1.288 1.370 1.156 1.100 22
GAHQ 0.969 1.071 1.190 1.121 1.169 1.080 0.914 1.124 1.159 1.169 1.258 1.135 22
MC3HQ 1.018 1.035 1.132 1.090 0.986 0.977 1.008 1.114 1.115 1.086 1.079 1.037 10
PC (1) 1.049 1.064 0.996 0.998 0.996 0.965 1.020 1.078 0.991 0.991 0.986 0.957
PC (3) 1.027 0.972 1.023 1.000 0.985 0.956 1.010 0.959 1.035 0.994 0.998 0.970
PLS (1) 1.024 0.986 1.000 0.995 0.992 0.984 1.005 0.969 0.999 0.991 1.003 0.978
PLS (3) 1.000 0.979 1.013 1.009 0.997 0.976 0.975 0.950 1.010 1.000 0.994 0.970
BR (0:5N) 1.023 1.048 1.068 1.085 0.987 1.002 0.933 1.074 1.090 1.100 1.099 1.100
BR (2N) 0.997 1.017 1.034 1.022 1.023 0.967 0.946 1.019 1.050 1.032 1.049 1.010
Key: h denotes the forecast steps ahead, V ar: denotes the average number (rounded) of variables selected,
Simulated Annealing (SA)Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Metropolis Markov Chain (MC3)Sequential Testing (ST),
Principal Components (PC)Partial Least Squares (PLS),
Baysian (Shrinkage) Regression (BR), AR(1) is the absolute result
Table 4.6.3: Forecasting Monthly Industrial Production Growth Rate
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HICP Growth (M) excluding HICP regressors
Relative RMSFE to AR(1)
h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 V ar:
Evaluation Period is 36 months
AR(1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
SAAIC 1.043 1.021 1.246 1.120 1.602 1.122 0.994 0.903 1.085 1.115 1.365 1.102 52
GAAIC 0.921 0.918 1.000 0.945 1.064 0.906 0.909 0.863 0.999 0.931 1.039 0.938 45
MC3AIC 0.931 0.860 0.855 0.877 0.943 0.819 0.877 0.874 0.853 0.830 0.961 0.817 19
ST 1AIC 0.870 0.908 0.847 0.858 0.856 0.923 0.803 0.892 0.826 0.809 0.863 0.904 11
ST 5AIC 1.623 1.244 1.058 4.346 1.138 1.240 1.229 1.129 0.958 2.006 1.100 1.114 34
SABIC 0.909 0.880 0.925 0.916 0.927 0.892 0.836 0.850 0.885 0.900 0.931 0.931 5
GABIC 0.875 0.863 0.928 0.955 0.980 1.002 0.853 0.820 0.912 0.911 0.990 1.001 4
MC3BIC 0.954 0.880 1.041 0.993 0.928 0.970 0.893 0.837 1.006 0.936 0.917 0.995 5
SAHQ 1.055 0.894 0.928 0.929 0.932 0.824 0.979 0.883 0.905 0.920 0.925 0.815 25
GAHQ 0.850 0.891 0.921 0.915 0.912 0.784 0.795 0.810 0.895 0.890 0.918 0.787 18
MC3HQ 0.959 0.847 0.841 0.921 0.892 0.915 0.904 0.849 0.832 0.870 0.905 0.879 14
PC (1) 0.978 0.967 0.940 0.966 1.003 1.007 0.970 0.973 0.934 0.971 1.011 1.007
PC (3) 0.982 0.989 0.962 0.991 1.002 1.035 0.978 1.004 0.967 1.004 1.037 1.051
PLS (1) 1.018 0.979 0.999 1.001 1.021 1.020 1.021 0.984 0.996 1.008 1.014 1.031
PLS (3) 0.983 0.976 0.983 1.000 1.004 1.022 0.977 0.969 0.978 1.024 1.050 1.035
BR (0:5N) 1.073 1.112 1.130 1.233 1.035 1.187 1.076 1.112 1.119 1.232 1.212 1.217
BR (2N) 1.026 1.035 1.043 1.099 1.194 1.090 1.039 1.044 1.047 1.110 1.130 1.116
Evaluation Period is 60 months
AR(1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
SAAIC 1.331 1.397 1.299 1.864 1.518 1.708 1.241 1.176 1.171 1.339 1.490 1.420 54
GAAIC 1.007 1.064 1.214 1.097 1.362 0.941 0.912 0.980 1.110 1.036 1.264 0.956 46
MC3AIC 0.937 0.926 0.897 0.917 0.907 0.859 0.856 0.922 0.856 0.870 0.894 0.846 19
ST 1AIC 0.863 0.916 0.852 0.838 0.881 0.942 0.794 0.873 0.828 0.780 0.850 0.902 11
ST 5AIC 1.457 1.216 1.080 3.629 1.880 1.251 1.130 1.116 0.993 1.765 1.401 1.127 40
SABIC 0.903 0.871 0.887 0.905 0.932 0.947 0.853 0.826 0.861 0.881 0.910 0.934 6
GABIC 0.917 0.934 0.941 0.915 1.011 0.972 0.883 0.872 0.918 0.887 1.011 0.953 4
MC3BIC 0.921 0.890 0.937 0.907 0.898 0.955 0.861 0.828 0.921 0.870 0.883 0.921 6
SAHQ 1.021 0.961 1.021 0.968 1.272 0.935 0.991 0.883 0.958 0.966 1.173 0.907 32
GAHQ 0.910 0.890 0.878 0.884 0.951 0.843 0.865 0.845 0.800 0.829 0.887 0.815 16
MC3HQ 0.876 0.905 0.863 0.848 0.927 0.846 0.819 0.842 0.800 0.815 0.911 0.819 14
PC (1) 0.998 0.984 0.955 0.992 1.005 1.026 0.998 0.997 0.960 0.996 1.043 1.031
PC (3) 0.998 1.006 0.975 1.007 1.030 1.060 0.999 1.023 0.984 1.009 1.063 1.078
PLS (1) 1.018 0.990 0.985 0.999 1.046 1.018 1.023 1.000 0.982 1.000 1.022 1.024
PLS (3) 1.001 0.990 0.976 1.017 1.010 1.032 1.005 0.993 0.976 1.028 1.068 1.040
BR (0:5N) 1.072 1.113 1.140 1.235 1.051 1.267 1.083 1.124 1.144 1.241 1.235 1.319
BR (2N) 1.038 1.053 1.058 1.113 1.215 1.144 1.052 1.074 1.071 1.124 1.151 1.183
Key: h denotes the forecast steps ahead, V ar: denotes the average number (rounded) of variables selected,
Simulated Annealing (SA)Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Metropolis Markov Chain (MC3)Sequential Testing (ST),
Principal Components (PC)Partial Least Squares (PLS),
Baysian (Shrinkage) Regression (BR), AR(1) is the absolute result
Table 4.6.4: Forecasting Monthly Ination Growth Rate excluding
HICP Regressors
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HICP Growth (M) using all regressors
Relative RMSFE to AR(1)
h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 V ar:
Evaluation Period is 36 months
AR(1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
SAAIC 1.068 1.026 1.333 1.437 1.420 1.140 1.013 1.041 1.266 1.358 1.311 1.093 65
GAAIC 0.899 0.958 0.939 1.244 1.121 0.942 0.858 0.964 0.895 1.124 1.063 0.953 56
MC3AIC 0.947 0.882 0.813 0.924 1.015 0.912 0.892 0.900 0.799 0.893 1.007 0.907 18
ST 1AIC 0.864 0.812 0.846 0.889 0.912 0.905 0.840 0.785 0.820 0.856 0.903 0.945 8
ST 5AIC 0.884 0.938 1.034 0.994 1.071 0.853 0.822 0.942 0.993 0.953 1.058 0.875 40
SABIC 0.857 0.873 0.832 0.875 0.988 0.922 0.793 0.849 0.803 0.853 0.996 0.935 7
GABIC 0.887 0.815 0.822 0.867 0.967 0.986 0.823 0.783 0.781 0.847 0.962 1.034 4
MC3BIC 0.846 0.909 0.881 0.870 0.978 0.954 0.813 0.897 0.875 0.868 0.979 0.952 6
SAHQ 0.896 0.866 0.840 0.949 1.038 0.876 0.842 0.859 0.813 0.921 1.023 0.895 27
GAHQ 0.913 0.843 0.830 0.975 0.903 0.910 0.878 0.850 0.790 0.940 0.883 0.930 22
MC3HQ 0.901 0.842 0.807 0.919 0.899 0.856 0.850 0.828 0.757 0.903 0.874 0.874 14
PC (1) 0.977 0.967 0.941 0.967 1.003 1.007 0.969 0.973 0.935 0.972 1.012 1.006
PC (3) 0.981 0.983 0.964 0.995 1.003 1.033 0.976 0.997 0.968 1.008 1.030 1.047
PLS (1) 1.014 0.979 0.998 1.004 1.014 1.017 1.018 0.986 0.995 1.008 1.021 1.024
PLS (3) 0.983 0.973 0.984 0.985 1.006 1.022 0.971 0.969 0.983 1.009 1.049 1.035
BR (0:5N) 1.078 1.109 1.132 1.250 1.035 1.201 1.076 1.098 1.117 1.242 1.218 1.230
BR (2N) 1.024 1.032 1.044 1.103 1.197 1.095 1.040 1.035 1.046 1.115 1.127 1.121
Evaluation Period is 60 months
AR(1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
SAAIC 1.137 1.697 2.071 2.144 1.287 1.841 1.043 1.162 1.328 1.492 1.256 1.299 63
GAAIC 1.063 1.052 1.167 1.136 1.469 1.090 0.975 0.932 1.091 1.089 1.312 1.058 54
MC3AIC 0.881 0.915 0.838 0.932 1.059 0.935 0.817 0.880 0.784 0.887 1.032 0.964 20
ST 1AIC 0.836 0.849 0.866 0.913 0.944 0.910 0.794 0.808 0.833 0.870 0.937 0.903 10
ST 5AIC 0.862 1.208 1.191 1.084 1.450 113.458 0.806 1.056 1.094 1.027 1.271 18.727 45
SABIC 0.873 0.882 0.854 0.953 0.944 0.907 0.823 0.859 0.804 0.893 0.912 0.885 8
GABIC 0.898 0.878 0.882 0.939 0.960 0.947 0.871 0.851 0.861 0.898 0.919 0.934 4
MC3BIC 0.897 0.896 0.868 0.903 0.929 0.953 0.861 0.880 0.847 0.865 0.904 0.932 7
SAHQ 0.892 1.010 0.859 1.092 1.124 1.036 0.846 0.930 0.807 1.015 1.021 0.971 32
GAHQ 0.945 0.966 0.840 0.921 1.084 0.847 0.871 0.861 0.777 0.853 1.054 0.825 22
MC3HQ 0.957 0.916 0.865 0.961 0.997 0.905 0.874 0.878 0.819 0.921 0.961 0.888 15
PC (1) 0.997 0.984 0.955 0.993 1.005 1.026 0.997 0.997 0.961 0.997 1.043 1.031
PC (3) 0.997 1.002 0.977 1.010 1.030 1.059 0.998 1.020 0.986 1.013 1.059 1.075
PLS (1) 1.013 0.989 0.984 0.998 1.041 1.014 1.018 1.000 0.980 0.997 1.025 1.018
PLS (3) 1.003 0.988 0.976 1.009 1.009 1.032 1.004 0.992 0.980 1.021 1.074 1.040
BR (0:5N) 1.097 1.120 1.140 1.250 1.056 1.276 1.106 1.125 1.141 1.250 1.232 1.332
BR (2N) 1.044 1.055 1.058 1.116 1.209 1.146 1.061 1.072 1.069 1.131 1.145 1.186
Key: h denotes the forecast steps ahead, V ar: denotes the average number (rounded) of variables selected,
Simulated Annealing (SA)Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Metropolis Markov Chain (MC3)Sequential Testing (ST),
Principal Components (PC)Partial Least Squares (PLS),
Baysian (Shrinkage) Regression (BR), AR(1) is the absolute result
Table 4.6.5: Forecasting Monthly Ination Growth Rate including
HICP Regressors
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Chapter 5
Covariance Shrinkage in Port-
folio Selection
5.1 Introduction
Markowitz (1952) in his innovative work introduced the concept of
mean-variance portfolio selection. This topic is still intriguing and
motivates a large number of studies in nancial research and related
elds. One of the rst covariance estimates used is the sample covari-
ance matrix. This estimator, even though it is meaningful and easy to
be calculated, su¤ers in practice. It often leads to invertibility or other
estimation problems especially when the number of assets is large com-
pared to the number of the historical observations of the returns taken
into consideration. This carries errors in the mean-variance optimiser
that allocates more weights on the most unreliable assets.
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Regarding the problem of invertibility Higham (1988) and Higham
(2002) suggested algorithms to compute the nearest positive semidef-
inite correlation matrix. However, problems still existed in the bets
placement. To overcount this di¢ culty Ledoit and Wolf (2003) and
Ledoit and Wolf (2004) proposed the use of a weighted average of
two covariance estimates. That is the usual sample covariance esti-
mate "shrinked" towards a specic shrinkage target (prior). This prior
could be either parametric or non-parametric. A parametric example
is the Sharpes Single-Market Index used in practice by the above men-
tioned authors. Furthermore, models that include more than one factor
have also been investigated in the literature. An easy to calculate non-
parametric shrinkage target is the constant correlation matrix which is
mainly used in this study (details follow in Section 5.3).
The main and most di¢ cult question in the above context of covari-
ance shrinking is the choice of the optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient. Ledoit
and Wolf (2004) suggested that the optimal parameter should satisfy
a statistical criterion, that is to minimise the distance of the shrinked
covariance estimate and the true covariance matrix.
The motivation of this Chapter is to investigate whether such an
optimal shrinkage is benecial to the investors wealth. We suggest that
the optimal parameter should be obtained from a numerical optimisa-
tion of a function with nancial interpretation, e.g. the minimisation of
the standard deviation of portfolio returns or the maximisation of the
Sharpe Ratio of the portfolio. Our results provide evidence that the
optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient introduced here should be preferred over
the existing method as it results in portfolios with higher cumulative
return and, at least similar, Sharpe Ratios.
We optimise the above mentioned function using a Grid Search.
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For reasons of simplicity we shrink the sample covariance matrix to the
constant correlation matrix and we discuss the empirical evidence on
a mean-variance maximisation problem without short-sales. The risk-
free rate is assumed to be equal to zero throughout the examination
period.
We are employing two grid searches: (i) a Global Grid Search where
the grid shrinkage candidates are bounded in [0; 1] and (ii) a Local
Grid Search where the optimal shrinkage is searched in a neighborhood
around the optimal coe¢ cient obtained using Ledoit and Wolf (2004)
method. We assume that the risk free rate is equal to zero throughout
the investigation period. This assumption is not valid in real terms as
there exist "risk-almost-free" assets like the US Treasury Bills. How-
ever, it simplies our empirical study without a¤ecting our qualitative
conclusions. Afterall, we are performing a ceteris paribus comparison
of two di¤erent methods of shrinking the covariance matrix.
Our results provide evidence that the grid search for the optimal
shrinkage coe¢ cient should be considered as an attractive alternative
to the existing method as it results in portfolios with higher cumulative
and, at least similar, Sharpe Ratios. A large universe of 168 S&P 500
and DJIA 30 stocks is used with monthly prices. The performance eval-
uation of the shrinking methods reports the annualised Sharpe Ratio,
the cumulative return, the maximum drawdown and drawdown dura-
tion and the prot/loss ratio.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 we revise
some basic denitions and we formally describe the mean-variance op-
timisation problem, in Section 5.3 we explain the shrinking concept in
the covariance matrix context; the existing technique and our new grid
search approaches are discussed here, Section 5.4 is concerned with the
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algorithms used in the empirical study, section 5.5 discusses the results,
and section 5.6 presents our concluding remarks.
5.2 The Portfolio Selection Problem
5.2.1 Denitions and the Optimisation Problem
Consider an asset i at time t. We denote its (after dividends) adjusted
closing price as P it . The one period percentage return of asset i is then
dened as,
Rit =
P it
P it 1
  1: (5.2.1)
Assuming there exists an asset considered to be risk free denoted
by Rft , the excess return of asset i is dened as,
Exc:Rit = R
i
t  Rft : (5.2.2)
In what follows we assume that Rft = 0 for t = 1; 2; ::. Although
this is not depicted in reality as one could invest in assets that deliver
a small portion of return with relatively no virtual risk (e.g. Treasury
Bills etc.). However, this assumption simplies the comparison of the
shrinking methods in a later Section. The expected return of asset i is
denoted as,
i = E
 
Rit

; for t = 1; 2; :::; T , (5.2.3)
and similarly we denote the standard deviation of the returns of
the underlying asset by,
i =
q
V AR (Rit), for t = 1; 2; :::; T . (5.2.4)
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As it is well-known, the standard deviation, as a measure of dis-
persion, can be used to assess the risk of this asset. The higher is the
standard deviation (and hence the volatility of the returns), the higher
is the risk on that asset. An intuitive measure to evaluate the perfor-
mance of an asset is the Sharpe Ratio that expresses the performance
of an asset in relation to the risk undertaken. In what follows we will
be concerned with the following denition of Sharpe Ratio,
SRi =
E

Rit  Rft

r
V AR

Rit  Rft
 ; (5.2.5)
and using the assumption that Rft = 0 throughout time the Sharpe
Ratio becomes,
SRi =
i
i
: (5.2.6)
Let us extend the above denition in the case of a portfolio that
consists of several assets, i.e. i = 1; 2; :::; N . We assume that the
investor is splitting her wealth on the universe of N assets. By denoting
xit the weight that the investor places on asset i at time t we end up
that the portfolio return at that period is given by,
RPt =
NX
i=1
xitR
i
t, (5.2.7)
with the expected return and standard deviation to be denoted by,
P = E
 
RPt

; (5.2.8)
P =
q
V AR (RPt ); for t = 1; 2; :::; T: (5.2.9)
Similarly, the portfolio Sharpe Ratio is dened as,
SRP =
P
P
: (5.2.10)
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We assume that we have an investor who wants to select that weight
allocation in her portfolio that minimises the total risk. Hence, the
formal description of the above mentioned minimisation problem is,
Minimise: x0x (5.2.11)
subject to: x0  g
x0{ = 1
wL  x  wU ,
where  is the N N covariance matrix of stock returns, x is the
vector of all portfolio weights, x0 =
 
x1 x2... xN

, i is a conforming
vector of ones, g is the managers target gain, all the weights sum up to
one and hence the investor has invested her total wealth and all weights
are inbetween a lower bound, wL, and an upper bound, wU . Obviously
when wL = 0 we have a "long-only" approach.
We again stress the fact that even though a good estimate for  and
a target gain g are closer to reality for an investor, they do not change
the comparison of the covariance shrinking methods we present later.
Hence, for reasons of simplicity we always use  = P and g = 0. For a
more sophisticated approach to estimate  please refer to the appendix
of Ledoit and Wolf (2004).In the next section we discuss the ways to
estimate .
We can narrow down the above minimisation problem if we relax
the restrictions to x0 > 0 and 0 < x < 1 where we force the minimiser
to provide a solution where bets are placed in all assets in the underlying
universe with the least possible exposure to risk (notice that we do not
specify the target return as long as it is positive). Thus, we obtain the
Global Minimum Variance portfolio.
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5.3 Shrinking the Covariance Matrix
5.3.1 Intuition
In this Section we discuss the reasons that a shrinked covariance esti-
mate is useful and how it can be constructed. An obvious estimator
for the covariance matrix is the sample covariance matrix, S. It is non-
parametric in the sense that we do not make any assumption regarding
the nature of the returns and it is unbiased (i.e. its expectation is equal
to the true covariance matrix). Due to these properties and because
of its simplicity in calculation it is one of the rst estimators used in
practice and is still very famous today. However, it su¤ers from estima-
tion error when the number of the total historical observations of the
returns, T , is relatively close to or even less than the number of assets
in the universe, N .
To overcount the above di¢ culty it has been introduced in the lit-
erature the use of highly-structured estimators like the Single-Factor
model of Sharpe (1963) or other multi-factor models. However, such
approaches tend to be misspecied and can be severely biased. Ledoit
and Wolf (2003) and Ledoit and Wolf (2004) suggested that an es-
timator for the covariance matrix with better properties should be a
composition of an estimator with no structure, e.g. the sample covari-
ance matrix S, and a highly structured estimator denoted by F . Hence
the linear combination can be represented as,
Shrink = F + (1  )S, (5.3.1)
where  is the shrinkage coe¢ cient.
The calculation of the sample covariance matrix is straightforward.
It is a N N matrix where its elements are computed as,
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sij =
1
T
TX
t=1
 
Rit   i
  
Rjt   j

; (5.3.2)
for assets i = 1; 2; ::; N and j = 1; 2; :::; N where  denotes the sample
mean for assets  = i; j.
Regarding the choice of F , we do not consider any highly struc-
tured estimator derived from a factor model but following Ledoit and
Wolf (2004), we use the covariance estimator of the constant correlation
model. It involves a lot of structure and reects hidden dynamics of the
underlying quantity. The constant correlation matrix, shrinkage target
F , suggests that the pairwise correlations are identical. The elements
of this matrix are computed as,
f ij = r
p
siisjj; (5.3.3)
where r is the average sample correlations dened as r = 2
(N 1)N
PN 1
i=1PN
j=i+1
sijp
siisjj
for assets i = 1; 2; ::; N and j = 1; 2; :::; N .
Furthermore, two di¤erent approaches to calculate  are discussed
in the next two subsections.
5.3.2 Optimal Shrinkage Using the Frobenius Norm
Following Ledoit and Wolf (2004) the optimal choice for the shrinkage
coe¢ cient  should be the one that minimises the distance between the
shrinked covariance matrix estimator and the true covariance matrix.
Formally, we have to solve the following minimisation problem,
b = min

E
Shrink   2 ;b = min

E
 kF + (1  )S   k2 ; (5.3.4)
where kk denotes the Frobenius norm of the distance between matrices.
The asymptotic variance and covariances haven been used in the above
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minimisation. For more details please refer to the appendix in Ledoit
and Wolf (2004). Even though the above solution is intuitive from a
statistical point of view, we do not know, once used in the minimisation
problem described in eq. (5.2.11), that provides portfolio weights to the
investors maximum return (or Sharpe Ratio).
Our suggestion in the next subsection is the use of a rather simpler
computational approach that selects the optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient
evaluated by a measure with a more direct nancial interpretation.
5.3.3 Optimal Shrinkage Using Functions with Fi-
nancial Interpretation
In machine learning, a grid search is an exhaustive search throughout
a parameter space to nd the optimal value and is measured by cross-
validation on a training set. Then, the optimal value is selected to be
used in all future additional data. The adaptation of the above idea
in the covariance shrinking context in portfolio selection is our main
objective in this paper.
We suggest that the investor should choose the optimal shrinkage
coe¢ cient, b, that returns the shrinked covariance matrix, bShrink b,
which once used in the optimiser in eq. (5.2.11), results in those weights
that either (i) provide the portfolio with the minimum risk, P , or (ii)
they provide the portfolio with the maximum Sharpe Ratio, SRP ; in
the grid search cross-validation period. Hence,
b = min

P ; or (5.3.5)b = max

SRP . (5.3.6)
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Potential shrink candidates belong to the closed set of bGrid 2 [0; 1].
This means that there exist innite bGrid that result to an innite num-
ber of linear combinations of di¤erent shrinked covariance estimates,
bShrinkGrid = bGridF + 1  bGridS. (5.3.7)
In our calculations we have used a grid step of 0:001 that re-
sults to (0:95=0:001) + 1 = 951 combinations. Hence, the poten-
tial grid search candidates for the optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient are
f0:05; 0:051; 0:052; :::; 0:999; 1g. The use of the initial value of 0:05 in-
stead of 0 is to avoid invertibility problems that may arise by using
solely the sample covariance matrix. We refer to the above as the
"Global Grid Search" since the grid space includes almost all possi-
ble combinations (apart from those that are very close to the sample
covariance matrix).
An alternative to the above could be a two-step procedure, namely
a "Local Grid Search", where in the rst step we obtain the optimal
choice of b minimising the Frobenius distance as in eq. (5.3.4), bFrob:,
and in the second step we perform a grid search in a bounded neigh-
borhood around bFrob:dened as hbFrob:   ;bFrob: + i. In our results
we have used a bound parameter equal to  = 0:3.
The grid search algorithm is simple and consists of the followings
steps. For a given universe of assets N :
1. Choose the "in-sample" and "out-of-sample" lengths of obser-
vations T in and T out to be used in the cross-validation for the
evaluation of the optimal shrinkage.
2. Compute the target covariance estimate F (T in; N) and the sam-
ple covariance S (T in; N) .
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3. For all grid search shrinkage candidates bc = {0.05, 0.051, 0.052,
..., 0.999,1} or those dened by the Local Grid Search:
(a) Calculate bShrinkGrid bc.
(b) Using the optimiser as described in eq. (5.2.11), plug the
above covariance estimate and calculate the portfolio weights
wP
bShrinkGrid  :
(c) For the "out-of-sample" observations to be used in the grid
search cross validation algorithm, calculate all subsequent
portfolio returns RPt
 
wP

.
(d) Using the recently calculated vector of pseudo "out-of-sample"
returns we calculate the risk P and Sharpe Ratio SRP for
this particular choice of bc and we store the results.
(e) Repeat steps (a)-(d) for all grid search candidates.
4. Then, we choose the b = bc that presents either the minimum
risk or the maximum Sharpe Ratio (depending on the investors
decision) pointed out by the cross-validation study.
There are three potential ways for the pseudo-out-of-sample per-
formance for the grid search shrinkage evaluation:
 We can set a xed block length of initial "in-sample" observations
and evaluate the selection in the remaining out-of-sample (Grid
1),
 we could let the above length to move as a rolling window (Grid
2), or alternatively
 we could recursively increase the length adding one more obser-
vation at a time (Grid 3).
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The above methods are depicted in Figure 5.8.1 where the in-sample
length is lled with blue color and the out-of-sample evaluation is lled
with red.
One potential di¢ culty is the choice of the additive increment and
hence the total number of grid search candidates. A large increment like
0:1 is computationally faster but it may lead to biased results overriding
combinations of the covariance estimates that may return weights that
result to portfolios with signicantly less risk or higher SR. On the
other hand, a very small increment like 10e 5 results in a large amount
of grid iterations and hence a slower overall estimation in the cross-
validation. Reasonable choices are 0:001 and 0:005.
5.4 Empirical Study
5.4.1 Cross-Validation Algorithm (Backtesting)
In order to e¢ ciently compare the approaches for the shrinked covari-
ance matrix estimator, we have used the well-known technique of cross-
validation (or known as strategy "backtesting" by the market practi-
tioners).
Consider an investor with a universe of assets N . At rst, she
decides the length of the historical observations she will use (in-sample).
Then she chooses the optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient using the Frobenius
distance or the grid search methods described in the previous section.
Once she has obtained a shrinked covariance estimate, she uses it in
the optimiser. Using the resulting weights she reserves her portfolio for
a xed horizon (out-of-sample). When the above period is over, she
re-optimises and repeats the whole process.
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The cross-validation is proved to be very useful to an investor given
that before she decides on the weights and invests in real time, she is
able to "test" her strategy in past data and verify whether it is prof-
itable or not. This decreases the probability of investing in portfolios
that put more weight on more risky assets.
To illustrate the above a brief description of the cross-validation
procedure follows. Given a universe of assets N with historical data of
assetsreturns T :
1. Choose the in-sample and out-of-sample length denoted by lin
and lout and set period t as the starting point. Then, the in-
sample data is selected as a rolling window where T in = t + lin
for all assets N . Similarly, T out = T in + lout. In our study, the
out-of-sample is always set to one month.
2. Compute the shrinked covariance estimate with the preferred
method, b (T in; N).
3. Use the above estimate in the optimisation of eq. (5.2.11) and ob-
tain the portfolio weights, wP
b. Then calculate the vector of
portfolio return(s) using the out-of-sample period RPt
 
wP ; T out

;
4. Repeat the rolling window of length lin starting at period t +
1; t + 2; ::: and hence updating the set of assets returns until
T in + T out = T .
The above will result to a vector of T   T in out-of-sample returns
where any test statistic can be applied.
It is important to notice here that if the shrinked covariance matrix
estimator is chosen to be the grid search, we have to repeat the grid
search algorithm described in the previous section in all periods of the
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backtesting algorithm. In Section 5.5 we discuss empirical results in a
relatively large universe of assets.
5.4.2 E¢ cient Frontier Calculation
The e¢ cient frontier is a concept introduced by H. Markowitz and
reects all the possible combinations of weights on a given universe of
assets (portfolio) that are "e¢ cient", i.e. there is no highest expected
return at a given risk level. In the results presented in this study,
we also compare the e¢ cient frontiers of portfolios that are computed
using the di¤erent covariance estimates. In order for our comparison
to be clear, we report Monte Carlo frontiers that have been computed
as convex combinations of two di¤erent portfolios: the global minimum
variance and the minimum variance portfolio with targeted expected
return.
The steps we used are best described in the following algorithm:
1. For a given round in the cross-validation study (as explained in
the previous subsection) we calculate the expected returns, i, i =
1; 2; :::; N , and the covariance estimates ( (i) using the Frobenius
Norm and (ii) using the grid search).
2. Then, by setting a = i, i = 1; 2; :::; N , in the optimiser in
eq. (5.2.11), we calculate the global minimum variance portfo-
lio (x0 > 0). Similarly, by setting g = max(i) we calculate the
minimum variance portfolio (x0 > g).
3. We create a number of convex combinations of the global min-
imum variance and the minimum variance portfolios computed
above.
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4. We store the expected returns and standard deviations of all com-
binations in the frontier and we repeat the same procedure during
all rounds of the cross-validation study.
Finally we average out the above expected returns and standard
deviations.
Figures 5.8.12 - 5.8.21 depict the e¢ cient frontiers of averages of ex-
pected returns and standard deviations of 250 combinations. It is clear
that the use of the grid search optimal shrinkages provides portfolios
with the same return associated with signicantly lower risk.
5.4.3 Portfolio Evaluation andMarket Benchmarks
In our empirical study we construct the following portfolios:
1. Portfolio Selection using covariance shrinking where the optimal
parameter is obtained by minimising the Frobenius distance, eq.
(5.3.4),
2. Global Grid Search:
(a) choosing the shrinkage that returns the minimum risk (stan-
dard deviation of portfolio returns) in the grid search cross-
validation,
i. using a xed block of in-sample observations (Grid 1),
ii. using a rolling window (Grid 2), and
iii. recursively (Grid 3).
(b) choosing the shrinkage that returns the maximum Sharpe
Ratio in the grid search cross-validation using Grid 1, Grid
2 and Grid 3 as before.
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3. Local Grid Search in a neighborhood around the optimal shrink-
age obtained using eq. (5.3.4) with the similar grids and criteria
as above.
The statistics we report include the Sharpe Ratio as dened in
eq. (5.2.10) and the comparison of e¢ cient frontiers using the algo-
rithm described in the previous subsection. Furthermore, we include
the portfolio cumulative return of the investor given by,
CRPT =
(
TY
t=1
 
1 +RPt
)  1; (5.4.1)
where RPt is the portfolio return as dened in eq. (5.2.9). Let CR
P
t de-
note the running total return of a portfolio up to time T , (t = 1; 2; :::; T )
and let MPT = maxCR
P
T denote the running maximum return. Then
the maximum drawdown is dened as,
MDPT =
1 +MPT
1 + CRPT
  1: (5.4.2)
The drawdown duration counts the number of observations needed
for the recovery of the portfolio returns. Finally, the prot/loss is
dened as the ratio of the positive over the negative returns through
the examination period. Overall, a portfolio should be preferred to
another if it provides a higher Sharpe Ratio, a higher CRPT , a lower
MDPT and drawdown duration and a higher prot/loss ratio.
For intuitive reasons, the results include the actual Dow Jones In-
dustrial Average (30) and the S&P 500 indices in order to track the
markets performance. Furthermore, we have constructed a hybrid in-
dex of the stocks in our universe that allocates more weight to the
stocks with the higher market value. We call this index as Market
Value Weighted Average Benchmark denoted by MVWB.
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5.5 Results
In order to compare the two approaches on the choice of the shrinked
covariance matrix we have used a large universe of 168 well known
stocks using observations from Jan. 02, 1990. Table 5.7.3 provides a
complete description of the stocks. One could claim that this selection
su¤ers from survivorship bias as we could not know beforehand that
the companies issued these stocks would be in the market during the
whole evaluation period. However, we are interested in comparing two
di¤erent methods, hence a large portfolio which is easier and simpler
to be constructed, does not a¤ect our comparison. In fact, the large
universe of stocks is selected in purpose, in order to test how these
methods could cope with the curse of dimensionality. We nd that
neither of the methods met any di¢ culties in the computation of the
inverse of the covariance estimate matrix used in the mean-variance
optimiser.
We have collected daily adjusted closing prices from Jan. 02, 1990
to Feb. 03, 2012 and we have constructed the monthly percentage re-
turns for each asset using 20 (trading) days. At each round of the
empirical study we re-optimise the portfolio and hence, we update
our portfolio weights. In all Tables and Figures the portfolio strat-
egy that uses the Frobenius distance covariance estimate as described
in eq. (5.3.4) is denoted by Frob. Following our notation in Section 5.3,
the grid search that uses a xed block is denoted by Grid 1, the Grid
Search that uses a rolling window is denoted by Grid 2 and similarly the
Grid Search that uses recursive looping is denoted by Grid 3. Further-
more, the grid method that provides the optimal shrinkage coe¢ cient
by minimising the risk is denoted by Min:SD and the Grid Method
that maximises the Sharpe Ratio is denoted byMax:SR. For example,
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a portfolio strategy that uses the optimal shrinkage obtained by max-
imising the Sharpe Ratio across the grid search cross-validation period
using a rolling window is denoted by Grid2 Max:SR. In Tables 1 and
2 we compare various portfolios using the statistics described in Section
5.4. Figures 5.8.2 - 5.8.11 show the cumulative return of all portfolios
throughout the examination (backtesting) period and Figures 5.8.12 -
5.8.21 depict the portfolios e¢ cient frontiers.
It should be again noted that we feed the optimiser of eq. (5.2.11)
with the same input. The only di¤erence across the methods described
here is the optimal choice of the shrinkage parameter which is used in
the shrinked covariance estimate.
Table 5.7.1 presents results using the Global Grid Search where the
shrink candidates are in the [0:05; 1] di¤ering 0:001 from one another. In
the top panel, the in-sample size is 36 months and the cross-validation
period used in the grid searches is 18 months. All methods provide
portfolios with higher SR compared to the three market benchmarks.
Grid 2 and Grid 3 are characterised by similar SR compared to the
Frob. Especially, Grid 3 - Max. SR seems to be the best among all
as it ends up with a cumulative return equal to 5.429 compared to
the cumulative return of the Frob. which is 4.854. This means that
an investor who started with a $10000 principal will have accumulated
$5750 more, using the grid search algorithm. The maximum drawdown
and drawdown duration of Grid 3 - Max SR is less compared to the
Frob and the prot/loss ratio is equal to 1.068 compared to 0.990 of
the Frob.
In the second panel of Table 5.7.1 where the in-sample size is 48
months and cross-validation period used in the various grid searches is
18 months, we have similar ndings. Grid 3 and Grid 2 that maximise
the Sharpe Ratio provide portfolio with SR equal to 0.788 and 0.784
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respectively compared to the SR of the Frob portfolio which is equal
to 0.759. As in the case above, the drawdown and drawdown duration
of the portfolios obtained using Grid 2 - Max. SR and Grid 3 - Max.
SR are the lowest. The highest prot/loss ratio occurs for the Grid 3 -
Max. SR portfolio and is equal to 1.146.
In the third panel of Table 5.7.1 with 56 months as the in-sample
size and only 6 months for the grid search cross-validation we observe
that Frob portfolio presents the best characteristics. This result is due
to the small cross-validation sample we have set. If we increase it to 12
months, then we see in the fourth panel of Table 5.7.1 that, as before,
Grid 2- Max. SR and Grid 3 - Max. SR provide portfolios with higher
cumulative returns and prot/loss ratios.
In the bottom panel of Table 5.7.1 we see that the best of all grid
setups, that is Grid 3 - Max SR, returns a portfolio with very similar
SR and drawdown compared to the portfolio obtained using the Frob.
However, the cumulative return is 7.34% higher and this illustrates the
fact that the grid search can provide portfolios with similar character-
istics to the one suggested by the literature but with higher cumulative
return. Overall, in this exercise we observe that among all grid meth-
ods, the grid search with the rolling window and the grid search with
the recursive looping when, both, maximise the Sharpe Ratio are always
the best and they should be preferred.
Table 5.7.2 presents the comparison of various portfolios provided
by the Local Grid Search in a neighborhood around the optimal shrink-
age obtained using Frob as explained in Section 3.3. In the rst three
panels of Table 5.7.2 the in-sample size is 36 months and the cross-
validation period for the grid searches is 6, 12, and 18 months respec-
tively. As the cross-validation period increases, Grid 3 - Max SR pro-
vides portfolios with much better properties compared to the Frob. For
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the 18 months cross-validation the SR of Grid 3 - Max SR is 0.905 com-
pared to the 0.842 value of the Frob portfolio. The cumulative return
is 17.71% higher and the drawdown is 4.10% less. In the last two panels
of Table 5.7.2 the in-sample size is 48 months and the cross-validation
period in the grid searches is 18 and 24 months respectively. As before,
Grid 2 - Max. SR and Grid 3 - Max. SR provide the portfolios with the
most desired characteristics. The SR of these portfolios are 0.805 and
0.810 respectively compared to the 0.759 SR of the Frob portfolio. The
investor who holds the Frob portfolio would have accumulated 3.551
return compared to the 4.017 and 4.020 cumulative returns for the grid
searches mentioned above. Figures 5.8.17 - 5.8.21 depict the e¢ cient
frontiers using Local Grid Searches. As expected, the grid frontiers are
closer to the Frob frontier, however an investor should prefer the grid
searches as they still provide higher returns at any given level of risk.
To conclude, both the Global and Local Grid Searches suggest the
use of the rolling window and recursive looping for the cross-validation
period maximising the Sharpe Ratio. These choices result to portfolios
that share higher returns bearing similar or even less risk compared to
the Frob portfolio.
5.6 Conclusions
This Chapter introduces the idea that the optimal covariance shrinkage
coe¢ cient in the portfolio selection problem should be obtained from
the optimisation of a function with nancial interpretation. Portfolios
that use the above covariance estimate are more likely to provide the
investor with better return and risk characteristics compared to the
standard statistical choice in the literature. In this Chapter we suggest
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that the optimal shrinkage parameter is obtained from minimising the
standard deviation and/or the Sharpe Ratio of the portfolio returns.
The risk measures and the e¢ cient frontier analysis indicate that this
methodology should be preferred.
To optimise the above functions we have used two grid search ap-
proaches, a Global Grid Search across all potential candidates for the
optimal shrinkage and a Local Grid Search. The latter is a two-step
procedure where in the rst step we obtain the optimal shrinkage para-
meter using the Frobenius distance and then, in a second step we search
for another optimal in a neighborhood close to the above. Both meth-
ods suggested the maximisation of the Sharpe Ratio as an assessment
criterion in the grid search cross-validation. The e¢ cient frontier analy-
sis concludes that the Global Grid Search is an attractive alternative
to the existing method and should be preferred.
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5.7 Appendix E: Tables
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Comparison of Portfolios using Covariance Shrinking (Global Grid Search)
Frob Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 DJIA30 SP500 MVWB
Min SD Max SR Min SD Max SR Min SD Max SR
In-Sample = 36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
SR 0.842 0.738 0.792 0.816 0.816 0.846 0.893 0.515 0.435 0.623
Cum:Ret: 4.854 3.756 3.912 4.638 4.572 4.843 5.429 2.943 2.155 4.523
Drawdown 0.365 0.402 0.353 0.366 0.345 0.382 0.347 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 164 173 174 164 167 161 157 181 185 160
Profit=Loss 0.990 1.025 1.059 0.861 1.046 0.893 1.068 0.868 0.897 0.929
In-Sample = 48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
SR 0.759 0.674 0.635 0.653 0.788 0.679 0.784 0.489 0.411 0.586
Cum:Ret: 3.551 2.797 2.387 2.594 3.753 2.797 3.794 2.489 1.809 3.669
Drawdown 0.368 0.400 0.392 0.386 0.356 0.396 0.354 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 157 174 175 172 160 171 159 178 180 155
Profit=Loss 1.052 1.044 1.091 1.052 1.135 1.047 1.146 0.873 0.907 0.927
In-Sample = 56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
SR 0.874 0.763 0.770 0.850 0.815 0.802 0.804 0.489 0.426 0.593
Cum:Ret: 4.216 3.249 3.193 4.184 3.732 3.599 3.545 2.384 1.872 3.582
Drawdown 0.345 0.314 0.345 0.320 0.326 0.322 0.324 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 145 154 156 147 149 154 154 171 172 148
Profit=Loss 1.073 1.050 1.173 1.058 1.151 1.121 1.187 0.873 0.869 0.912
In-Sample = 56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
SR 0.874 0.831 0.816 0.790 0.891 0.796 0.852 0.489 0.426 0.593
Cum:Ret: 4.216 3.969 3.698 3.472 4.700 3.609 4.238 2.384 1.872 3.582
Drawdown 0.345 0.351 0.342 0.369 0.346 0.375 0.326 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 145 147 150 157 151 153 146 171 172 148
Profit=Loss 1.073 1.152 1.089 1.077 1.240 1.128 1.211 0.873 0.869 0.912
In-Sample = 60, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
SR 0.906 0.886 0.851 0.847 0.871 0.826 0.907 0.486 0.428 0.598
Cum:Ret: 4.305 4.292 3.760 3.929 4.358 3.750 4.621 2.297 1.847 3.554
Drawdown 0.335 0.348 0.338 0.377 0.317 0.384 0.333 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 140 139 140 148 142 145 137 168 169 145
Profit=Loss 1.083 1.115 0.999 1.112 1.121 1.015 1.179 0.863 0.863 0.907
Table 5.7.1: Portfolio Optimisation using Global Grid Search
Covariance Shrinking
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark, SR is the annualised Sharp e Ratio , Cum . Ret. is the cumulative return of the
total p eriod .
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Table 2. Comparison of Portfolios using Covariance Shrinking (Local Grid Search)
Frob Grid 1 Grid 2 Grid 3 DJIA30 SP500 MVB
Min SD Max SR Min SD Max SR Min SD Max SR
In-Sample = 36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
SR 0.842 0.880 0.799 0.787 0.832 0.859 0.868 0.515 0.435 0.623
Cum:Ret: 4.854 5.184 4.241 4.147 4.681 5.032 5.195 2.943 2.155 4.523
Drawdown 0.365 0.355 0.344 0.399 0.332 0.384 0.331 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 164 160 166 161 160 155 157 181 185 160
Profit=Loss 0.990 0.945 1.027 0.962 1.022 0.941 1.030 0.868 0.897 0.929
In-Sample = 36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
SR 0.842 0.890 0.862 0.806 0.846 0.823 0.898 0.515 0.435 0.623
Cum:Ret: 4.854 5.714 5.034 4.644 4.951 4.878 5.602 2.943 2.155 4.523
Drawdown 0.365 0.344 0.352 0.395 0.332 0.393 0.343 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 164 157 158 166 162 162 153 181 185 160
Profit=Loss 0.990 0.964 1.021 0.973 1.011 0.962 0.980 0.868 0.897 0.929
In-Sample = 36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
SR 0.842 0.816 0.802 0.826 0.814 0.815 0.905 0.515 0.435 0.623
Cum:Ret: 4.854 4.749 4.316 4.941 4.601 4.681 5.714 2.943 2.155 4.523
Drawdown 0.365 0.371 0.371 0.393 0.361 0.371 0.350 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 164 165 168 164 166 158 159 181 185 160
Profit=Loss 0.990 1.009 1.087 0.913 1.010 0.874 1.034 0.868 0.897 0.929
In-Sample = 48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
SR 0.759 0.731 0.729 0.711 0.806 0.698 0.796 0.489 0.411 0.586
Cum:Ret: 3.551 3.349 3.257 3.159 4.117 3.004 3.899 2.489 1.809 3.669
Drawdown 0.368 0.393 0.378 0.396 0.345 0.391 0.352 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 157 165 167 168 156 168 158 178 180 155
Profit=Loss 1.052 1.050 1.145 1.056 1.189 1.066 1.200 0.873 0.907 0.927
In-Sample = 48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=24
SR 0.759 0.727 0.680 0.712 0.805 0.721 0.810 0.489 0.411 0.586
Cum:Ret: 3.551 3.341 2.817 3.259 4.017 3.211 4.020 2.489 1.809 3.669
Drawdown 0.368 0.389 0.380 0.383 0.354 0.383 0.357 0.490 0.518 0.551
Duration 157 160 168 159 159 163 157 178 180 155
Profit=Loss 1.052 0.995 1.123 1.066 1.107 1.029 1.171 0.873 0.907 0.927
Table 5.7.2: Portfolio Optimisation using Local Grid Search
Covariance Shrinking
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark, SR is the annualised Sharp e Ratio , Cum . Ret. is the cumulative return of the
total p eriod .
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5.8 Appendix F: Figures
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Figure 5.8.1: Cross-Validation in-sample windows.
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Figure 5.8.2: Cumulative Returns using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.3: Cumulative Returns using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=48 Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
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Figure 5.8.4: Cumulative Returns using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
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Figure 5.8.5: Cumulative Returns using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.6: Cumulative Returns using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=60, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
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Figure 5.8.7: Cumulative Returns using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.8: Cumulative Returns using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
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Figure 5.8.9: Cumulative Returns using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.10: Cumulative Returns using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.11: Cumulative Returns using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=24
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study, DJIA30 denotes the Dow Jones Industria l Average
Market Index, SP500 denotes the Standard and Poors 500 Market Index, MVWB denotes the Market Value
Weighted Average Benchmark
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Figure 5.8.12: E¢ cient Frontiers using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.13: E¢ cient Frontiers using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.14: E¢ cient Frontiers using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.15: E¢ cient Frontiers using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=56, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.16: E¢ cient Frontiers using Global Grid Search.
In-Sample=60, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.17: E¢ cient Frontiers using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=6
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.18: E¢ cient Frontiers using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=12
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.19: E¢ cient Frontiers using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=36, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.20: E¢ cient Frontiers using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=18
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
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Figure 5.8.21: E¢ cient Frontiers using Local Grid Search.
In-Sample=48, Grid Search Cross-Validation=24
Notes: Frob denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the Frob en ius d istance covariance estim ate as in eq . (5 .3 .4), Grid
1 denotes the G rid Search using xed in-sample observations, Grid 2 denotes the G rid Search using rolling in -
sample observations, Grid 3 denotes the G rid Search using recursive in -sample observations, Min SD denotes the
p ortfo lio that uses the shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the m in im isation
of the p ortfo lio returns over the G rid Search cross-validation study, Max SR denotes the p ortfo lio that uses the
shrinked covariance estim ate where the optim al shrinkage is obtained from the maxim isation of the p ortfo lio
Sharp e Ratio over the G rid Search cross-validation study.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis contributes in four areas in the Economic and Financial
Time Series Analysis literature. At rst, we solve the problem of
model selection in ARFIMA (p; d; q) models when the long memory
parameter has been semi parametrically estimated. Then, we intro-
duce a fractional di¤erencing bootstrap methodology that allows the
implementation of any bootstrap in fractionally integrated series. This
includes all bock and residuals resampling schemes. Next, we are con-
cerned with the issue of forecasting key macroeconomic variables. We
introduce the application of non-standard optimisations of information
criteria in order to select the appropriate instruments to be used in the
forecast. Finally, we suggest an alternative "shrinked" covariance esti-
mate that, when used in portfolio selection, results in portfolios with
better risk and return characteristics.
In Chapter 2 we address the problem of model selection of the short
memory component of a univariate time series with long memory. We
establish a Modied Information Criterion (MIC) that overcomes all
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consistency di¢ culties and we provide proofs showing its asymptotic
validity. The semi parametric estimators of the long memory para-
meter converge at a slower and non standard rate to the true value
compared with MLE. This a¤ects the theoretical properties and func-
tional form of the MIC. The results in this Chapter cover any short
memory model as dened by Sin and White (1996). We provide simula-
tion evidence based on the widely used ARFIMA(p; d; q) model which
generally indicates the desirability of using the new modied criterion.
In Chapter 3 we introduce a bootstrap methodology that allows the
application of any resampling scheme to strongly dependent time series.
Our methodology is simple and intuitive and includes the following
operations: given a strongly dependent series, we estimate the long
memory parameter using any consistent estimator in the literature and
obtain bd. Then, we apply the fractional di¤erencing operator usingbd, and we implement any bootstrap method on the resulting weakly
dependent series. Finally, we apply the inverse fractional di¤erencing
operator using bd on the bootstrapped series mentioned above.
The greatest advantage of this methodology is the ease-of-use and
its wide applicability as it allows the researcher to use the famous non-
overlapping and moving block bootstrap, or the circular and stationary
bootstrap in any strongly dependent data, either if it is stationary or
non-stationary (given that a consistent estimator for the long memory
parameter has been used). Furthermore, the nite sample performance
of the standard Sieve AR bootstrap (which is valid for stationary long
memory series) is further improved.
In Chapter 4 we approach the issue of forecasting key macroeco-
nomic variables using indicators from a large unbalanced dataset. Our
contribution is twofold. At rst we provide solutions to the researcher
in order to translate monthly series (predictors) into quarterly series
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(dependent variable). This avoids the interpolation of quarterly obser-
vations to monthly series.
Then, the most important contribution is the suggestion of some
-not so standard- optimisation techniques in order to optimise informa-
tion criteria and select the appropriate set of predictors. The heuristic
approaches considered here include the Simulated Annealing, the Ge-
netic Algorithm, the Sequential Testing and MC3. In addition to the
above, we take into account the standard approaches in the literature
like Principal Components and Partial Least Squares considering pos-
sible factors as well as the Bayesian Shrinkage Regression.
The overall results of this Chapter recommend that these tech-
niques should be used and further explored. Empirical forecasting will,
at least, benet from their implementation, and their application in
di¤erent areas is an interesting topic for future research. After all, the
only prerequisite is the construction of a very large universe of regres-
sors so that the methods could have a reasonable number of available
instruments to choose from.
The last Chapter of this thesis is concerned with the portfolio al-
location problem when the universe of assets is large. Such cases are
problematic since invertibility or other estimation issues regarding the
covariance matrix estimate tend to appear. The literature suggests the
use of a linear combination of two covariance matrix estimates where
the optimal weight is obtained by minimising the distance between this
estimate and the true covariance matrix.
We suggest that the optimal coe¢ cient in the above should be ob-
tained from the optimisation of a function with nancial interpretation
rather than a pure statistical one. Parameters that obtained from the
minimisation of the standard deviation (risk) and/or the Sharpe Ratio
of the portfolio returns are studied in Chapter 5. The risk measures and
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the e¢ cient frontier analysis illustrate the importance of this method-
ology. We use two grid search approaches in the above optimisations,
a Global Grid Search across all potential candidates for the optimal
parameter and a Local Grid Search. The latter is a two-step procedure
where in the rst step we obtain the optimal weight using the standard
approach in the literature and then, in the second step, we search for
another value in a neighborhood close to the above.
In conclusion, all the above research contributes to the Economic
and Financial Time Series Analysis literature and its ndings set the
ground for future research in related topics.
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